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ABSTRACT
OPTIMUM DESIGN AND MACHINING PARAMETERS OF A PERMANENT
MAGNET BRUSHLESS DC LINEAR MOTOR AS A CNC FEED DRIVE
by
William Tereshkovich
A new heuristic has been developed to determine optimal operating parameters applied to
a permanent magnet brushless DC linear motor (PMBDCLM) as a CNC feed drive. An
FEA model has been developed utilizing an electromagnetic postprocessor to provide
performance output of a PMBDCLM and DC servomotor. Based on the developed FEA
models, velocity results have been utilized to provide feedrate levels for design of
experiments (DOE). DOE has been conducted to provide force, tolerance, and surface
finish .data necessary for the performance comparison of a DC servo motor/ballscrew
equipped CNC vertical milling machine and a PMBDCLM equipped CNC vertical
milling machine. Based on the DOE, a knowledge base has been developed using force,
tolerance, and surface finish data. Relationships between force, and spindle speed and
feedrate with tolerance and surface finish indices were determined. A heuristic has been
developed which represents a guide of applying a set of decisions through the knowledge
base to provide a set of operating parameters that will meet user specified tolerance and
surface finish requirements for given surfaces. Application of the developed heuristic to a
milled part is illustrated. A PMBDCLM CNC retrofit for a conventional ballscrew feed
drive system has also been developed to improve machine performance and cost.
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The permanent magnet brushless DC linear motor (PMBDCLM) is a relatively recent
development for computer numerical control (CNC) machine feed drive applications.
Such feed drive motors and feedback devices enable CNC machines to achieve a high
level of precision at increased machining rates.
The production of parts with greater accuracy and at higher feedrates always
presents a challenge for the manufacturing industry. Recently, the application of the
PMBDCLM as a CNC machine tool feed drive has gained wide attention in the
machining center community due to certain advantageous performance characteristics
inherent in its design. Foremost among these is that linear motors act directly on the
moving component of the machine cutting system. This eliminates the need for
mechanical linkages to the traditional drive motor in order to convert rotary motion into
linear motion. Linear motors and their drivers also eliminate the need for brushes, thus
increasing reliability. Further advances in magnetic technology allow smoother action
and less ripple. The result is extremely smooth motion, which improves tolerance and
surface finish for many machining applications. Whereas a rotary motor interfaces with
the mechanical system through the shaft, or a leadscrew/ball-nut-type gear train to
convert the rotary motion into linear motion, a linear motor interacts with a moving
member, which is the mechanical system itself.
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Conventional machining centers utilize a ballscrew, rack and pinion, or a belt
drive to convert rotary motion into linear motion. Ballscrews, which make up more than
99 percent of the linear movement market, are produced by manufactures that have
always worked to boost performance. Several features of the ballscrew design contribute
to error such as the windup in the motor shaft and screws. Gear reducers only add more
backlash and inertia.
As an alternative, four types of linear motors have been developed in industry.
Types of linear motor designs include voice coil, step, induction, and synchronous
(permanent magnet). The essential difference between linear motors and rotary motors is
topology. In many cases, linear motors are special purpose devices, unlike their rotary
counterparts, linear motors are tailored to specific needs.
The recent advances in linear motion technology have also improved motor
reliability. One inherent advantage of the linear motor is the non-contact design. The
design provides built-in reliability and requires minimal maintenance when compared to
other drives. Although such a system is currently being utilized for high precision
applications, there has been little research into the effect of PMBDCLM feed drive CNC
milling of straight and contouring motion on tolerance and surface finish.
Problem Definition
Although the advantages of PMBDCLM CNC implementation are known and significant
progress has been made in the design and study of linear motors in machining, there
remains the need for a method to select the optimal operating parameters on such
machines, specifically in the area of high speed milling. The current research fills this
need by examining the effects of linear motor drive technology on tolerance and surface
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finish based on a specific material and a specific machine configuration and by providing
the selection of optimal operating parameters to achieve required design specifications.
1.1 Research Objectives
From the literature review, presented in chapter 2, it is shown that there is a need for
research of PMBDCLM's as CNC feed drives in machining operations, namely high
speed milling. Three main research objectives are:
• To determine PMBDCLM and DC servomotor/ballscrew drive performance based on
design and experimentation. Results will be based on milling 7075-T6 aluminum with
a vertical machine configuration.
• To determine optimal operating parameters for any PMBDCLM milling conditions by
developing a heuristic.
• To determine the PMBDCLM replacement components for conventional CNC
machines.
The following sections describe the procedures used to achieve the research
objectives and outlines the dissertation organization.
1. In order to fulfill all objectives, a heuristic has been developed to derive optimal
operating parameters (spindle speed, feedrate, and depth of cut) for any machine
configuration, material and tool type, and coolant status.
2. In order to fulfill objective (1), from a design point of view, finite element analysis
(FEA) is utilized to determine the performance characteristics (electromagnetic,
dynamic, and magneto-thermal) of a PMBDCLM and a DC servomotor. The finite
4
element results have been derived from FEA models and the velocity has been
utilized as the feedrate for design of experiments.
a) To determine FEA performance effects by varying PMBDCLM air-gap size.
Performance characteristics have been analyzed such as force and electromagnetic
output by varying the air-gap size between the current carrying elements and the
permanent magnet elements.
b) To determine FEA performance effects by varying input voltage. Performance
characteristics has been analyzed by varying specific field potential and current
density in current carrying elements.
c) To determine FEA performance effects by varying applied cutting force.
Performance characteristics have been analyzed by varying applied force in the
opposite direction of the generated force.
3. In order to fulfill the remainder of objective (1), from an experiment point of view,
design of experiments (DOE) has been conducted to determine the performance
characteristics in terms of tolerance and surface finish, of a PMBDCLM and a DC
servomotor.
4. In order to fulfill objective (2), a proposed heuristic based on DOE has been
developed and applied to a case study to provide optimal spindle speed, feedrate, and
depth of cut.
5. In order to fulfill objective (3), the retrofitting of an existing CNC machine with
PMBDCLM components has been studied and used to evaluate the research
recommendations.
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The proposed research objectives relate to the problem definition by first, providing a
method to derive operating parameters for milling on any machine configuration, tool and
material type, and coolant specification. Second, the research objectives illustrate the
effects of linear motor technology on tolerance and surface finish through application of
the developed heuristic to a case study.
1.2 Dissertation Overview
The dissertation is organized into six chapters, which incorporate the overall
methodology, analysis, and design. Figure 1-1 illustrates the organization of the
conducted research.
Figure 1 -1. Dissertation Flow
Chapter 2 describes the current literature and research conducted by different
authors researching PMBDCLM implementation as an alternative to conventional
processes. A literature review is conducted and limitations are stated.
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Chapter 3 provides the general form of the proposed heuristic. Explanation of the
solution procedure includes experimental design and measurement methodology,
application of statistical tools, knowledge base development, knowledge base rule
development, and operating parameter alternative selection.
Chapter 4 describes finite element analysis and modeling techniques including
preprocessor and postprocessor functions. Preprocessor sections include meshing,
element identification, node identification, mechanical and material properties, internal
boundary conditions, and external boundary conditions. Postprocessor sections include
electric field analysis, magnetic field analysis, force and torque calculations, coupled
magneto-thermal analysis, static analysis, and dynamic analysis. Application of FEA will
provide feedrate data for design of experiments. The chapter provides FEA application to
both a PMBDCLM and a DC servomotor and describes the motor's specifications and
model assumptions.
Chapter 5 incorporates the application of the proposed heuristic to 7075-T6
aluminum contour and straight/taper components using a 0.75 inch solid carbide cutter on
a PMBDCLM equipped vertical CNC milling machine. Retrofit components of a
conventional CNC milling machine are introduced to illustrate the proposed research




There has been various research conducted in the design and application of a PMBDCLM
as a CNC machine tool feed drive and recently, it has gained wide attention in the
machining center community for improvement in overall machining performance. For the
past few decades there has been much design optimization and analysis of PMBDCLM
characteristics based on experimental, theoretical, and simulation methods.
2.1 Literature Review and Limitations
The literature review is divided into three areas. They include (1) direct application of
linear motor technology for industrial process improvement, (2) design and optimization
of linear motor systems, and (3) control system design and analysis of linear motor
systems. A summary of the literature is provided in Table 2-1.




First, direct application of linear motor technology for process improvement was
performed by Alter and Tsao (1994). In an attempt to enhance machining performance,
while increasing cutting speed, accuracy and reducing chatter marks on a workpiece
surface, Alter and Tsao implemented a permanent magnet DC linear motor as a lathe feed
drive and measured the tool vibration while investigating the dynamic interaction and
active damping utilization for machining stability. In evaluating performance, a second
order workpiece structure represented a first vibratory mode involving mass, velocity and
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friction. The research presented a unifying control formulation that considered cutting
process chatter, disturbance rejection, and servo tracking. Two major areas included (1)
the stability factors introduced by the dynamic interactions between machining and a
linear motor drive and (2) the design of optimal feed-forward controllers to improve
tracking performance.
The application of linear drives for surface shape control of molten tin was
illustrated by Sato et al. (1992), The authors presented experimental design and
theoretical design analysis for a single-sided linear motor material handling configuration
having the potential for improving the float process of flat glass production. They
provided strong evidence, theoretically and experimentally, illustrating that location of a
single-sided linear induction motor is a contributing factor in the formation of molten tin.
Dapeng and Ziqiang (1997) utilized linear motor technology for the application of
precision grinding of high-speed bearings. Utilizing high precision linear motors, a
precise non-circular inner race of a bearing was machined with an experimental setup to
solve roller slippage and surface finish problems in the use of aircraft engines. To
overcome roller slippage, the authors developed a linear motion control technique for
linear drives to replace traditional grinding processes.
In another design analysis, Abdou and Sherif (1991) provided a theoretical and
experimental study to asses the feasibility of employing linear induction motors for
automated manufacturing systems as the drive for flexible material handling systems. A
linear motor system was designed to move a weight of 50 lb. at a speed of up to 300
ft./min. and to reach a maximum speed in 2 seconds. Their design analysis included the
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weight of the motor and starting friction with power requirements of a three-phase, 220-
V, 60 Hz supply.
Second, design analysis and optimization of linear motor systems using finite
element analysis has received some attention in the literature. Most studies in the way of
electromagnetic analysis, such as Basalt et al. (1997), focused on the importance of
magnetic flux distribution of a PMBDCLM's secondary for material handling purposes.
Three-dimensional FEA was used to compute the static force and flux distribution of a
novel brushless DC linear motor containing Neodymium Iron Boron (NdFeB) magnets.
Design analysis and force calculation of an NdFeB and Ferrite flat linear motor for
standstill applications involving electromagnetic FEA was also performed by Akmese
and Eastham (1992). They have analyzed linear motor electromagnetic forces at standstill
operation with a 7 mm air-gap size using a 3,000 node, two dimensional FEA model.
Thrust force-to-armature current analysis of a short secondary permanent magnet linear
synchronous motor, for material handling purposes, using two-dimensional FEA was
determined by In-Soung Jung et al. (1997). The authors developed an FEA magnetic
field model to illustrate that detent force ripple can be reduced by changing the magnet
width-slot pitch in a short secondary linear motor and that the detent force ripple is larger
in a short primary type linear motor.
Recently, more researchers have focused on utilizing the finite element method to
determine a linear motor's secondary thrust force by varying current and secondary
position. Such design analysis was performed by Evers et al. (1998) for the purpose of
material handling. Using 280,000 3D elements and 51,700 field nodes for
electromagnetic FEA, the authors illustrated that a double-sided linear motor provides
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low normal forces depending upon the normal displacement of the secondary and that the
force is proportional to the current in the quadrature axis. Groning et al. (1998) provided
design analysis for both a 2D and 3D magnetic field finite element model of a linear drive
magnetic levitation material handling system to compute the propulsion force and air-gap
size changes due to the number of Ampere turns in the coil. Magnetic field FEA was used
to analyze both static and instantaneous forces of a hybrid linear motor material handling
system with four-layered air-gap elements by Wang and Gieras (1998). Their analysis
demonstrated that the accuracy of the force calculation depends on the discretization of
the air-gap region and that the ripple force is due to the existence of permanent magnets
and a tooth-structure design. In another design analysis involving dynamic and magnetic
field FEA, Kwon et al. (1998) analyzed the thrust response and static characteristics for
direct thrust control in a NdFeB linear synchronous motor material handling system by a
time stepped method and moving mesh FEA.
In a design analysis by Moghani and Eastham (1996), dynamic response of
electromagnetic force and simulation of modulated and un-modulated current waveforms
were performed using the Matlab Analogue Simulation Toolbox `SIMULINK'. The
simulated results were later validated by experimentation using an NdFeB equipped
linear machine for material handling. Performance of a slotless permanent magnet linear
DC material handling actuator under speed control in the presence of variants such as
winding resistance, moving mass, load, force, and friction was simulated and analyzed by
Casadei et al. (1994). The authors used numerical simulation to describe when a force
disturbance is applied, secondary speed, position, and current values differ to reference
models. Numerical results related to the system were shown when t < 3.5 seconds since
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the linear motor slider ran outside the limits for the working length as shown by the
simulation.
Three dimensional electromagnetic and dynamic FEA was utilized by Basak
(1996) to analyze the dynamic characteristics of a square-armature DC linear motor for
material handling systems. The design analysis included velocity versus time by varying
current, output force and power versus velocity, and efficiency versus velocity. In an
earlier study through experimentation and analysis, Basak and Anayi (1995) measured
and computed the linear motor's static thrust, axial flux, and flux density with change in
the linear motor's slider position. Performance characteristics were further measured
through experimentation and design analysis by Muraguchi et al. (1998), in which a high
thrust density linear motor, linear synchronous motor, and linear induction motor were
compared for dynamic thrust and efficiency for material handling purposes. Each of the
experimental linear motors contained different parameters such as air-gap size, coil
resistance, coil inductance, and secondary weight.
In an analytical approach, Lequesne (1996) analyzed two forces acting on a
PMBDCLM moving armature. Unlike Basak who analyzed the direct force from the
cross product of the flux density and current density, Lequesne analyzed force attributed
to the leakage flux on the extremities of the armature. From this, it was shown that the
specific linear motor design exhibited easier position controllability which may be used
extensively in position and material handling applications requiring fast motion. It was
also shown that armature lengthening can provide faster linear travel up to a point beyond
which added mass cancels out higher forces, however, the linear motor analyzed was
shown to be limited by heat-dissipation considerations. A design analysis framework by
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Trumper et al. (1996) was developed for linear motors in the application of wafer stepper
material handling systems for clean room operations. From their research, the authors
illustrated the design effects of complex magnet arrays, such as the Halbach Array and
winding patterns, and verified theoretical results by constructing an experimental
magnetic levitator.
Design analysis of a linear motor's thrust force in the moving secondary has also
been shown in the literature. Hanaoka et al (1992) analyzed the energy gradient from the
magnetic flux distribution of a Samarium Cobalt magnetic array to determine thrust
force. Assumption was made to equate the permanent magnet as a plate-shaped
electromagnet with a single turn coil. The application of computer peripherals and office
automation was provided to illustrate a two straight stator design. For moving large
masses to high velocities, Laithwaite (1995) analyzed the features required in the design
of a linear induction motor which will accelerate a mass of 200 kg to 1200 m/s over a
distance of 1500 meters. Reference to large mass/force material handling and
transportation was provided. Special attention was given to factors such as drag forces,
current and flux loading, and specific force for unconventional machine topology such as
a moving primary or moving secondary and a large track.
Third, commercial control system design and analysis of linear motor systems has
also received some attention in the literature. Hur et al. (1997) presented a position
control method of a DC linear motor using seek control to consider variation of switching
lines according to load mass variation. Attention was given to high speed material
handling applications for conveying electronic parts. The authors illustrated a control
method utilizing an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) in which linear or nonlinear
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mapping between inputs and outputs of a linear electric drive system, without the
knowledge of any predetermined model, was feasible. Experimental results illustrated
that the proposed method was very efficient in the position control of the linear DC motor
in commercial applications.
A real-time model reference adaptive velocity controller for a permanent magnet
DC linear motor was presented by Basak and Demirci (1996). The authors designed a
prototype linear motor and implemented a model reference adaptive velocity controller to
reduce the effects of parameter variations on motor performance for material handling
applications. Experimental results illustrated that ripple effects in the actual velocity of
the linear motor prototype using an adaptive controller is acceptable for commercial
applications.
Limitations
By examining the research, it is suggested that there is a need for analysis to be
performed for the application of machining and operating parameters. The proposed
research application addresses this issue by considering the applied force and cutting
conditions due to the machining process. Cutting force and thermal effects are present
which effects the motor's generated force, displacement, and stresses in the moving
secondary. Variants such as input voltage (variant 1), air-gap size (variant 2), and applied
force (variant 3) are required to determine the optimum level of performance measures
and operating parameters for machining applications.
The selection of air-gap and voltage should consider many factors related to the
cost of operation and optimal performance of the linear motor for the cutting of metal.
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Large external forces during operation alters overall machine performance. Although
considerable progress has been made in the use of PMBDCLM's in manufacturing
facilities, a solution to recognize the effect of motor performance rating due to the
variants is needed. Development of an FEA model to represent this problem is required to
aid in operating parameter selection.
Eight areas considered important have not been thoroughly investigated in the
previous studies. The first area involves the thermal effects upon linear motor
performance. The second area involves itself with the electromagnetic field effects of the
NdFeB magnet array and the air-gap region. The third area involves itself with the force
comparison of a PMBDCLM and a DC servomotor. The fourth area involves itself with
dynamic characteristics such as velocity, displacement, and acceleration. The fifth area is
the surface finish and tolerance performance effects from machined surfaces using high
speed linear motor feed drives. The sixth area is the optimal operating parameters at
which an ideal surface or tolerance may be obtained. The seventh area is the cost of
PMBDCLM implementation in terms of power requirements and MRR. Finally, the
literature does not separate the performance characteristic differences between DC
servomotor and PMBDCLM implementation.
CHAPTER 3
PROPOSED HEURISTIC
The proposed optimal operating parameters heuristic is a general 'rule of thumb' process
to determine a good solution to a set of tolerance and surface finish requirements or to a
set of operating parameters. The proposed heuristic will provide an optimal solution of
any combination of machine type, material type, tool type, and coolant specification.
There are many factors in machining that contribute to tolerance and surface
finish. Four major factors considered to be the most important and that can be controlled
by the user, which are addressed in the proposed heuristic, include the machine tool
configuration, the material being machined, the tool being used, and the use of coolant.
The machine type may include the type of feed motion, such as a moving
tool/column configuration or a moving table configuration. The material type may
include aluminum, titanium, high speed steel or any other material grade. The tool type
may include carbide, high speed steel, tungsten, or any other type of tool grade and
number of cutters. The coolant specification indicates if coolant is to be used.
3.1 General Model
The general model consists of two phases. The first phase involves the extraction of
knowledge for the machine parameter selection, such as machine, material, tool, and
coolant type. The following is the first phase of the solution procedure.
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1. Simulation of feedrate and motor performance. Determine the performance under
simulated cutting conditions.
2. Conduct design of experiments. Set up the operating parameters and performance
measures that will be used.
3. Perform experimentation according to the design of experiments.
4. Performance measurement. Measure the performance of the machine parameter
specification by measuring the tolerance and surface finish.
5. Statistical analysis. Perform statistical analysis to provide empirical relationships
between experimental operating parameters and performance measures, rating
databases, significant factors databases, benefit/cost ratio databases, and knowledge
base rules.
The following is the second phase of the solution procedure.
1. User input (A). Tolerance and surface finish specification(s) are input by the user for a
particular surface.
2. User input (B). Spindle speed, feedrate, and depth of cut is specified by the user for a
particular surface.
3. Fix depth (D), call rating database. Based on tolerance and surface user specification,
the developed rating database is called to fix the depth of cut level. The depth of cut
level is fixed by utilizing the tolerance and surface finish performance specifications
by matching the specifications in the developed performance rating database. The
highest frequency determines the fixed depth of cut level.
4. Relationship decision or preference, call empirical relationship database and
developed production rules. Simple regression relationships are called from the
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developed empirical relationship database where cutting force is the independent
variable and surface finish and tolerance are the dependent variables. Multiple
regression relationships are called for a direct link to the operating parameters. The
empirical relationship decision is determined either by the relationship strength or by
user preference.
5. Solve empirical relationships simultaneously. Operating parameters are determined by
setting empirical relationships equal to user specified performance index values and
determining feasible solutions that satisfy performance requirements.
6. Significant level of input variable, call significant factors database. The levels of
spindle speed, feedrate, and depth of cut are checked for significance by calling the
significant factors database.
7. Significant factors decision. If significant factor(s) are detected, the optimal significant
level, listed in the significant factor database, is fixed. Else, if no significant factors are
detected the levels are set to determine the benefit/cost ratio.
8. Close to specification decision. By changing spindle speed, feedrate, and/or depth of
cut levels to the new optimal significant levels, tolerance and surface finish
performance indices are checked by substituting the significant optimal level values
into the empirical relationships. The result is accepted if the performance value is
within the user specification and is rejected if it is outside the user specification.
9. Original relationship. A single alternative since other alternatives are not acceptable
due to nonconformity with the user specifications.
10. Significant alternatives. The feasible, within user specification, alternative(s) for each
change in significant optimal level(s).
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11. Benefit/cost rating database. Benefit/cost ratio is determined for the feasible
alternatives.
12. Expert rules. Expert rules provide tie resolution, conflict resolution, and endless loop
resolution. An expert rule may be fired and considered a feasible alternative.
13. Other surface decision. A decision to check another surface using the same acquired
performance data, knowledge bases, rules etc.
14. Acceptable output decision. A decision to accept or reject alternative operating
parameters. If the operating parameters are unacceptable, performance specifications
may be modified. If the operating parameters are acceptable, the alternatives are
displayed.
15. Other machine parameter specification. A decision to start the solution procedure for
another machine, material, tool, or coolant type.
The proposed optimal operating parameters heuristic, as provided by the solution
procedure above, is illustrated in Figure 3-1.




3.2 Design of Experiments
Design of experiments is performed to determine the system performance and optimum
levels as set by the parameter design goals. By setting a quality characteristic for
tolerance, cutting force, and surface characteristics, it is convenient to use the S/N ratio
since this will combine both the average response and variation into a single measure. It
is a method to evaluate the impact of the design parameters on the output quality
characteristic and will incorporate both the desirable and undesirable aspects of the linear
motor performance. The "signal" is the average value (mean) representing the desirable
characteristic, which will be preferably close to a specified target value. "Noise" is the
measure of variability and it represents the undesirable aspects of the linear motor's
performance. From the replicate runs, the error variation is estimated, therefore the
average of each level is taken.
To reduce the variability around a target value, the parameter design goals must
be established. The design goal for linear motor quality design is the "Nominal-is-Best".
This is where the characteristic has a nominal value and the objective is to reduce the
variability around a specific target. The "Nominal-is Best" measure is expressed by:
The performance measure parameter design goals are separated for contour and
straight/taper experimental geometry. For contouring tolerances, they are:
• Position, (Position Tolerance). Defines a zone within which the axis or center plane
of a feature is permitted to vary from the theoretically exact position.
• Total Runout, (Geometric Tolerance). The simultaneous composite control of all
elements of a surface at all circular and profile measuring positions. Total runout is
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used to control variations of circularity, straightness, coaxiality, angularity, taper, and
the profile of a surface.
• Runout, (Geometric Tolerance). Composite deviation from the desired form of a part
surface of revolution. Runout is used to control the cumulative variations of
circularity and coaxiality.
• Circularity, (Form Tolerance). Condition on a surface of revolution where all points
of the surface intersected by any plane, perpendicular to a common axis, or passing
through a common center are equidistant from the center.
• Cylindricity, (Form Tolerance). Condition of a surface of revolution in which all
points of the surface are equidistant from a common axis.
The performance measure parameter design goals for the straight/taper tolerances are:
• Position, (Position Tolerance). Defines a zone within which the axis or center plane
of a feature is permitted to vary from the theoretically exact position.
• Flatness, (Form Tolerance). Condition of having all elements in one plane. Flatness
tolerance specifies a zone defined by two parallel planes within which the surface
feature must lie.
• Straightness, (Form Tolerance). Similar to flatness, it is a condition where an element
of a surface or an axis is a straight line or centerline. Straightness tolerance specifies
a zone within which the surface or centerline must lie and is applied in the view
where the elements are to be controlled by a straight line.
• Angularity, (Orientation Tolerance). Condition of a surface, axis, or center plane,
which is at a specified angle (other than zero or 90 degrees), from a datum plane or
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axis. Angularity tolerance specifies a tolerance zone defined by two parallel planes at
the specified basic angle from a datum plane.
• Parallelism, (Orientation Tolerance). Condition of a surface, line, or axis which is
equidistant at all points from a datum plane or axis. Parallelism tolerance is defined
by two planes or lines, parallel to a datum plane or axis, within which the line
elements of the surface or center line must lie.
For both contour and straight/taper geometry, the surface quality characteristics are:
• Rku (Kurtosis), (Amplitude Parameter: A measure of the vertical characteristics of
the surface deviations). The measure of the shape (sharpness) of the amplitude
distribution curve. A 'spiky' surface will have a high kurtosis value and a 'bumpy'
surface will have a low value. Kurtosis will detect if the profile peaks are evenly
distributed and is an indication of non-normality.
• Rsk (Skewness), (Amplitude Parameter: A measure of the vertical characteristics of
the surface deviations). The measure of symmetry of the amplitude curve about the
mean. Skewness distinguishes between asymmetrical surfaces.
• Sm (Mean Spacing), (Spacing Parameter: A measure of the horizontal characteristics
of the surface deviation). The spacing between profile peaks at the mean line,
measured over the assessment length.
• Lq (Spatial Wavelength), (Hybrid Parameter: a combination of the amplitude and
spacing parameters). The RMS measure of spatial wavelength content of the surface
• Rtm (Mean of Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height), (Amplitude Parameter: A measure
of the vertical characteristics of the surface deviations). The maximum peak-to-
valley height of the profile in one sampling length.
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From the signal-to-noise, variance, and mean data for the linear motor
performance measures, the factor main and interaction effects are estimated. The main
effect is the measured variation of a specific treatment and the interaction effect is the
measured variation as a result of the combined effect of two or more treatments.
Analysis of the significant factors to determine the optimal operating level,
depending on the assigned quality characteristic, is conducted since a performance
measure should have the property that when it is maximized, the expected loss will be
minimized. By maximizing the S/N, it is equivalent to minimizing the variability.
Significant factors are determined to reveal which operating level is causing the most
variability in the data. Significant factors can then be adjusted to their optimal level or the
level that reduces the variability. From the optimal levels, an estimate of the optimized
quality characteristic is obtained by using the optimum treatment and level input
variables.
3.3 Experimental Setup
An experimental setup can be adopted to provide the necessary data for the knowledge
base. The following hardware and software components can be utilized.
3.3.1 Hardware
Hardware components include force measurement, tolerance measurement, and surface
finish measurement. Online forces can be measured using a Kistler force transducer and
amplifier. Offline tolerance measurements can be made using a Brown and Sharpe
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coordinate measuring machine and offline surface finish measurements can be made
using a Taylor-Hobson surface profilometer.
3.3.1.1 Force Measurement: Cutting force data can be obtained using a Kistler 3-
component type 9067 force transducer, amplified using a Kistler model 5004 dual mode
amplifier, and stored using a Pentium desktop computer.
The Kistler three component quartz force transducer, type 9067, provides
measurement of three orthogonal components of a dynamic or quasi-static force acting in
an arbitrary direction providing extended measuring ranges, high rigidity and minimal
cross talk. The force transducer contains 3 pairs of quartz rings that are mounted between
two steel plates in the transducer case. Two quartz pairs, sensitive to shear, measure the
force components Fx and Fy, while one quartz pair sensitive to pressure measures the
component F, of force acting in an arbitrary direction onto the transducer. The electrical
charges generated proportionally to the different components are lead via electrodes to
the corresponding connector contacts. The electrical signal is transmitted through mini-
plug coaxial cables to the amplifier. The transducer is mounted preloaded with a centered
preloading bolt between two aluminum mounts. The blanks are secured on top of the
mount and placed on the working table of the milling machine, as illustrated in Figure 3-
2. The computer and amplifier setup is illustrated in Figure 3-3. The transducer
specifications are listed in Table 3-1.
Table 3 -1. Kistler 9067 Transducer Specifications
Table 3-1. (Continued
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The force transducer is connected, via low-noise mini-plug coaxial cables, to a
Kistler model 5004 dual mode amplifier placed in a 3-position/direction cabinet. The
5004 amplifier is a single channel charge amplifier and constant current supply. The unit
converts the piezoelectric transducer signal into a proportional output voltage. The dual
mode allows the 5004 to be used as either a charge (high impedance) or a voltage (low
impedance) mode transducer. The amplifier sensitivity is set equal to the transducer
sensitivity. The scale setting sets the gain of the charge amplifier. It is designed to allow
the user to select the number of mechanical units per volt (MU/V). The mode selection
allows the amplifier to be set to charge or voltage and the time constant selection (low,
medium, or high) allows for the change in resistance that is in parallel with the range
capacitor. Time constant selections are provided since a drift current flows via the
insulation resistance of the transducer or its cable, which may cause the amplifier to drift
into saturation. Filtering is also possible with the 5004 amplifier. Table 3-2 lists the 4005
amplifier specifications.
Table 3-2. Type 5004 Amplifier Specifications
Table 3-2. (Continued
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The UEI WIN-30 data acquisition board is required to provide the ability to
import, analyze, and store the cutting force signals. The WIN-30 board can be inserted
into any 16-bit slot of a PC/AT computer and can be controlled using the STATUS
software. Table 3-3 lists the WIN-30 data acquisition board specifications.
Table 3-3. WIN-30 Data Acquisition Board Specifications
Figure 3-2. Workpiece/Transducer Setup
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Figure 3-3. Amplifier/Computer Setup
3.3.1.2 Tolerance Measurement: Tolerance measurements can be made using a Brown
and Sharpe XCEL 765 coordinate measuring machine. The XCEL 765 CMM consists of
a contact probe and a manual/automated positioning system to provide three dimensional
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probe movement relative to the surfaces and features of the workpiece. The probe
location is accurately and precisely recorded to obtain dimensional data concerning the
part geometry. The XCEL 765 is what is known as a standard bridge type CMM. Its 3
servomotor driven axes are all interfaced to a main controller via encoder circuits and the
main controller is connected to a microcomputer. The Brown and Sharpe XCEL 765
CMM specifications are listed in Table 3-4. Figure 3-4 illustrates the CMM and the
CMM probe in relation to the workpiece.
Table 3-4. XCEL 765 CMM Snecifications
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Figure 3-4. CMM Setup
3.3.1.3 Surface Finish Measurement: The surface measurements can be taken using a
Taylor-Hobson Surtronic 3+ profilometer and the data is recorded on a Pentium class
desktop computer. A sample length of 4 mm, 2 mm from the center of the test surface,
provides 8,000 samples of the surface moving against the cutting tool motion. Table 3-5
lists the surface profilometer specifications and Figure 3-5 illustrates the profilometer
skid direction in relation to the cutting direction.
Table 3-5. Taylor-Hobson Surtronic Surface Profilometer Specifications
Table 3-5. (Continued
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Figure 3 -5. Surface Measurement Setup
As illustrated in Figure 3-5, each surface measurement is taken opposite of the cutter
direction. The stylus is placed 2 mm from the centerline to provide a central traverse
distance of 4 mm. The stylus is also placed centrally in the z-direction. By using the
proposed surface measuring technique, error is eliminated since cutter acceleration and
deceleration is not accounted for. Figure 3-6 illustrates the surface acquisition setup.
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Figure 3-6. Surface Acquisition Setup
3.3.2 Software
The following sections provide a description of measurement software, analysis software,
and part programming software utilization. Measurement software includes United
Electronics Industries (UEI) STATUS force measurement control environment, Taylor—
Hobson Surtronic 3-Plus control environment, and the Browne and Sharp XCEL AVAIL
tolerance control environment. Software utilized to perform data analysis include MS
EXCEL, Table-Curve 2D, Table-Curve 3D, MathCAD and Peak-Fit. Part programming
methodology for the proposed experimental geometric design is also discussed.
3.3.2.1 Part Programming: Contour and straight/taper part programming can be
performed offline using an ASCII text editor and checked by importing part programs
into a graphical milling simulator called CNCEZ. CNCEZ allows for error detection of
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spindle position in relation to the proposed workpieces and provides the total cutting time
which is beneficial for providing sampling rate and frequency settings for the WIN-30
data acquisition board. Figures 3-7 and 3-8 illustrate the CNCEZ software environment
for contour and straight/taper programming. The part programs written with a text editor
is imported into CNCEZ for program testing. Tool type and size, blank size, and material
type for the experiment is defined with CNCEZ.
Figure 3-7. CNCEZ Contour Geometry
Figure 3-8. CNCEZ Straight/Taper Geometry
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3.3.2.2 Measurement: Control and storage of online force measurement can be
performed using United Electronics Incorporated (UEI) STATUS for windows. STATUS
is data acquisition software for the WIN-30 data acquisition board. Utilization of UEI's
STATUS is due to the following reasons: (1) cutting force data can be acquired from the
UEI WIN-30 board for which multi-channel data acquisition (X, Y, and Z-direction
cutting force) is fully supported, (2) the acquired cutting force data can be displayed in
multiple units in either graphical or text form, a cross-hair system allows the
measurement of voltage and time, (3) the acquired cutting force data can be processed by
FFT or Chirp-Z methods to yield a frequency domain representation, and (4) the cutting
force data can be stored for recall and can be written as an ASCII text file for use with
spreadsheet or graphing programs. A sample of the STATUS output is provided in Figure
3-9.
Figure 3-9. Sample STATUS Signal Output
Surface finish control and measurements taken by the Surtronic 3-Plus is
uploaded into the computer via RS-232 connection. The raw data is processed by the
software package using the following relationships.
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Rq is the RMS of the roughness average, Y, is the profile area, S, is the peak spacing, n is
the number of peaks, Δq  is the RMS slope of the profile, and R 1, is the maximum peak-to-
valley height of the surface profile in one sampling length. A sample of the Surtronic 3
Plus software environment is given in Figure 3-10.
Figure 3-10. Sample Surface Profile Output
From the completed surface measurement, the data may be output graphically, in
parameter-only form, and as a raw data ASCII file.
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Offline tolerance measurement of the contour and straight/taper geometry can be
performed using the AVAIL command language. It is implemented for the recording and
storage of tolerance data performed on the Brown and Shape XCEL 765 coordinate
measuring machine. The AVAIL software handles the measurement of only primitive
geometries. For complex surfaces, the recorded measurements are analyzed by a contour
analysis package. Prior to performing measurement of both the proposed straight/taper
and contour geometries, an "OUTPUT/DEVICE" command is invoked to specify the
storage location of the tolerance data. The "OUTPUT/DEVICE" command is commonly
issued at the beginning of the measurement program allowing the file to remain open for
data input. A "SETUP/PARAMETERS" command defines the action for and the range of
the physical measurement envelope before the parts are measured. During contact
measurement, the XYZ coordinate is specified by the value "PTx", where "x" is the point
number. An example of the AVAIL CMM output is illustrated in Figure 3-11.
Figure 3-11. AVAIL CMM Sample Output
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3.3.2.3 Analysis: Direct data analysis for PMBDCLM and DC servomotor force,
tolerance, and surface finish performance indices, determination of mean, standard
deviation, and signal-to-noise for probability plotting can be determined utilizing a
spreadsheet such as MS EXCEL. Spreadsheet utilization is beneficial since experimental
cutting force data, stored as an ASCII text file by UEI's STATUS, is easily imported into
row/column format. Utilizing the spreadsheet's statistical features such as probability
plotting, operating parameter levels can be tested for significance graphically.
Simple regression (SR) is used to determine the relationship between cutting force
and each of the performance indices is performed using the equation discovery software
Table-Curve 2D. Table-Curve 2D is a program that combines a curve fitter with the
ability to find the ideal equation to describe 2D empirical data. Table-Curve 2D will
automatically fit 3,665 built-in equations from all disciplines to find the one that provides
the ideal fit. Once the fit is complete, Table-Curve 2D presents a statistically ranked list
of the best-fit equations and provides graphic capabilities. A sample of the Table-Curve
2D output for contour, surface wavelength at a central depth of cut is shown in Figure 3-
12.
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Figure 3-12. Simple Regression (Surface Wavelength, N=12) Sample
Multiple regression (MR) is utilized to determine the relationship between spindle
speed and feedrate with (1) tolerance, (2) surface finish, and (3) force performance
indices. It is performed using the equation discovery software Table-Curve 3D. Table-
Curve 3D is a software that combines a surface fitter with the ability to find an ideal
equation to describe three dimensional empirical data. Table-Curve 3D uses a selective
subset procedure to fit 36,000 of its 453,697,387 built-in equations to find the one that
provides the ideal fit. Table-Curve 3D presents a statistically ranked list of best-fit
equations and provides graphic capabilities. A sample of the MR output is shown in
Figure 3-13.
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Figure 3-13. Multiple Regression (Force, N=12) Sample
From the force data obtained during the experimentation, the amplitude, center,
and width of the force curve will change for each treatment level. Obtaining these
characteristics can be made using a peak separation and analysis software called Peak-Fit.
Cutting force data obtained from experimentation is imported, via an ASCII text file, into
Peak-Fit where the force signal is best-fit and separated into peaks revealing amplitude,
width, and height. For the proposed methodology, a statistical peak function family is
selected within Peak-Fit and fitted. Using the best-fit beta (amplitude) function,
represented by,
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Each component force signal is separated in three criteria such as peak force amplitude
(a0), force center (al), and force width (a2). The (a3) and (a4) components are shape
distortion indices for the force center and width. The (a3) component is equal to shape
(1) with the condition (>1.01) and the (a4) component is equal to the shape (2) with the
condition (>1.01). A sample of Peak-Fit output for contour cutting force at a high depth
of cut is illustrated in Figure 3-14.
Figure 3-14. Peak Fit Output
3.4 Statistical Analysis and Database Development
Statistical analysis is applied to contour and straight/taper geometry PMBDCLM results.
Statistical analysis such as probability plotting, significance of factors, peak force
extraction, simple regression, and multiple regression provides data for knowledge base
development. Database development based on experimentation and statistical analysis
provides a concise summary of knowledge to be extracted during heuristic execution.
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3.4.1 Performance Rating Database
The performance rating database consists of both contour and straight/taper geometry
mean performance data obtained from the design of experiments. Tolerance ratings
include position, runout, total runout, circularity, and cylindricity for the contour
geometry and position, straightness, flatness, parallelism, and angularity for the
straight/taper geometry. Surface ratings include kurtosis, skewness, spacing, wavelength,
and peak-to-valley height. Cutting force, force amplitude, force center, and force width
obtained from Peak-Fit are also rated. For each depth of cut, each performance measure is
rated according to the proposed Taguchi quality characteristics. For example, a rating of
5 for position tolerance indicates the best performance and a rating of 1 indicates the
worst performance. A rating of 1 indicates very low and a rating of 5 indicates very high
for cutting force. Standard deviation for each performance measure at each depth of cut is
also given a rating. A rating of 1 indicates a very small standard deviation and a rating of
5 indicates a very high standard deviation.
3.4.2 Generated Probability Plots
Since significant factors are important in effecting the output characteristic, a graphical
technique can be used to check the normality of sample data and to identify the
significant factor(s) that causes variability. A normal probability plot, executed using MS
EXCEL, is used for determining whether the sample data conforms to a hypothesized
normal distribution based on visual examination of the data. For the linear motor
experimental data, the S/N, log(s), and mean are:
1. Ranked from smallest to largest
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2. Plotted against the cumulative frequency V,, where V, = (1-0.5)/n
From the linear motor experimental data, the main and interaction effects that lie outside
a straight line are considered to have a significant effect.
3.4.3 Significant Factors
For the contour and straight/taper geometry, three depths of cut for each surface is
checked for significant factors using the method described. Single, dual interaction, and
triple interaction effects are determined for the proposed tolerance and surface finish
indices. The effects can include speed [S], feedrate [F], depth of cut [D], the dual
interaction effects may include [S x F], [S x D], [F x D], and the triple interaction effect
is [S x F x D].
The significance database is based on significant factors for both contour and
straight/taper geometry. Single level, dual interaction, and triple interaction significant
optimal levels are provided to reduce variability. Significance is provided for mean,
variance, and signal-to-noise ratio for tolerance indices, surface finish indices, cutting
force, force amplitude, force center, and force width. An optimal performance value is
provided based on the quality characteristic.
3.4.4 Regression and Parameter Estimates
Simple regression, multiple regression, and peak force curve fitting is conducted to
provide functional relationships with controllable factors such as spindle speed, feedrate
and depth of cut with the proposed tolerance and surface finish indices. Simple regression
is conducted to determine the relationship between cutting force with the proposed
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tolerance and surface finish indices. Multiple regression is conducted to determine the
relationship with operating parameters and the proposed tolerance and surface finish
indices. Peak separation of the force data is also conducted to determine the peak force,
force center, and force width.
3.4.4.1 Peak Extraction: For each surface force measurement taken, according to the
design of experiments, the components of the force signal for the direction of cut is
separated using the Peak-Fit software package. Each component force signal is separated
in three criteria such as peak force amplitude (a0), force center (al), and force width (a2).
The (a3) and (a4) components are shape distortion indices for the force center and width.
The (a3) component is equal to shape (1) with the condition (> 1.01) and the (a4)
component is equal to the shape (2) with the condition (>1.01). The strength of the fit is
measured by the R-square value. A strong fit is indicated with a value close to 1.0. A
weak fit is indicated by a value close to zero. For each surface, the number of peaks is
also determined.
3.4.4.2 Simple Regression: Simple regression is performed utilizing the Table-Curve
2D software. By using the force data obtained from the proposed design of experiments,
empirical relationships are determined. The "goodness" of fit is determined by the R-
square value. A value of 1.0 indicates a perfect fit. A value close to zero indicates that
there is no relationship between the independent and dependent variables. Simple
regression provides relationships between the cutting force obtained from the design of
experiments at each depth level of the tolerance and surface finish indices.
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3.4.4.3 Multiple Regression: Multiple regression is conducted to determine the
relationship between spindle speed and feedrate with the proposed tolerance and surface
finish indices at a fixed depth of cut. The functional relationship between spindle speed
and feedrate with cutting force is determined. Peak force, force center, and force width, is
determined by the peak separation analysis. By using the tolerance and surface finish data
at the proposed levels, obtained from the proposed design of experiments, functional
relationships are determined. The "goodness" of fit is determined by the R-square value.
A value of 1.0 indicates a perfect fit. A value close to zero indicates that there is no
relationship between the independent and dependent variables. For multiple regression,
the independent variables are spindle speed and feedrate and the dependent variables are
tolerance, surface finish, and force.
3.5 Adequacy of Models and Validation
The correlation coefficient and the F-test are two measures for checking adequacy of the
empirical relationships. The hypothesis Ho is tested by the F-value. Ho is rejected if the
calculated F-value is greater than the tabulated value, which indicates that the
independent variables are significant to the dependent variables at a specific confidence
level.
Other methods to confirm model adequacy is where the residual is applied to
determine whether there is any pattern in the residuals or if there is any relationship
between any of the variables and the residuals. Therefore, the residuals analysis is a tool
to confirm the assumption of normality. Thus, the residuals are calculated and the
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assumption of normality is confirmed if 95% of the residuals fall into the interval. The
partial correlation matrix is another measure of the empirical relationship adequacy.
For pure error and lack of fit, and when there are multiple Y observations at a
specific X value, the variance in these Y values can be said to consist of pure or random
error. When such repeats or replicates are present in a data set, it is possible to separate
the portion of the variance attributable to pure error from that portion associated with the
fitted model.
The r2 attainable is the maximum r2 that can be achieved with any model. The
pure error sum of squares will reflect that portion of the sum of squared residuals
attributable to pure error in these repeat observations. The lack of fit sum of squares is
simply the difference between the overall sum of squared residuals and this pure error
sum of squares. When this lack of fit F-statistic is significant (>>1), the model may be
inadequate. In such cases, the residuals should be checked closely for systematic trends
which would confirm the insufficiency of the model.
A precision summary can be used to determine how much precision is preserved
in the current equation when the successively fewer digits of precision is used in the
coefficients. The absolute error is measured at the eight points defining the boundary of
the data and the point closest to the center of the data region. For linear equations, the
impact of removing (zeroing) can also be determined.
For volume and function extrema, the volume below the fitted surface is
computed using a Gaussian quadrature double integration from the lowest active X value
in the data set to the highest active X value, and from the lowest active Y value in the
data set to the highest active Y value.
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The empirical models can also be validated for new operating conditions for one
way, two way, and three way interactions between spindle speed, feedrate, and depth of
cut.
3.6 Solving Simultaneous Empirical Relationships
From the empirical relationships obtained from simple and multiple regression, spindle
speed and feedrate are unknowns for each performance index. To solve the unknowns in
the functions to determine the spindle speed and feedrate, MathCAD can be utilized.
MathCAD combines a live document interface of a spreadsheet with a WYSIWYG
interface of a word processor. As with a spreadsheet, as soon as a change is made in
either a global or local variable definition, changes in the results occur. For systems of
equations, initial values of spindle speed and feedrate are determined in the following
manner. (1) Provide an initial feasible guess value for spindle speed (x) and an initial
feasible guess value for feedrate (y), (2) enter the keyword "GIVEN" to initiate
MathCAD for solving systems of equations, (3) enter the equations with parameter
estimates for each performance index, for example, a system containing a position
tolerance, straightness tolerance, and peak-to-valley height function set equal to the user
specified performance value, and (4) invoke the "Find(x,y)" function to display the
system solution.
3.7 Knowledge Base Rules
For the proposed heuristic, two sets of rules are developed for decision making. The rules
include set 1 (relationship/production) rules and set 2 (expert).
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Set 1 Rules
For tolerance and surface finish indices, there are two models. The first model is obtained
from simple regression and the second model is obtained from multiple regression.
Relationship rules provide a decision on which relationship to use throughout the
heuristic based on the relationship strength. Figure 3-15 illustrates the relationship
network.
Figure 3-15. Relationship Network
Set 2 Rules
Expert rules are obtained from an expert or experts that can provide special insights into a
problem because expertise is built over a long period of task performance. Such expert
knowledge is represented by a set of arguments that will satisfy a particular condition.
Based on knowledge from experts in PMBDCLM CNC design and operation, a set of
expert rules is developed.
The expert rules dictate that if the position tolerance and surface finish peak-to-valley
height specifications are both met, then such a spindle speed, feedrate, and depth of cut is
expected. Such rules are necessary, and utilized in the proposed optimal operating
parameters heuristic for the following reasons:
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• Tie resolution between similar operating parameter, tolerance index, and surface
finish index solutions.
• Conflict resolution between operating parameter, tolerance index, and surface finish
solutions.
• Endless loop resolution when no solutions are found.
CHAPTER 4
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS AND MODELING
Finite element analysis is a numerical method for obtaining approximate solutions for a
wide variety of scientific problems. In it's gradual development, starting with the broad
field of continuum mechanics, analysis flexibility allows static, dynamic, thermal,
electromagnetic, and fluid analysis to represent actual problems.
4.1 Preprocessor
The first step in the process of analyzing a model is to represent the geometry of the
object(s) involved. This consists of a mathematical description of the model's boundary
and the interior regions. An option within a finite element package such as EMRC NISA
(Numerically Integrated Elements for System Analysis) DISPLAY, provides commands
to define locations in three dimensional space, which are called grids, straight or curved
line segments, called lines, surfaces, called patches, and solids called hyperpatches. Such
a description within NISA is referred to as geometric entities for preprocessing.
The PMBDCLM and DC servomotor FEA models were developed using the
NISA preprocessor software. Within NISA there are different tools to help the user
construct and process finite element models. 'DISPLAY' is an interactive, processing
window for preprocessing modeling and post-result analysis. Such a module allows for
easy transfer of data from one analysis to another.
EMAG, STATIC, and DYNAMIC post-processors directly interface with the
preprocessing model of the 'DISPLAY' program. Some highlights of the preprocessing
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capabilities include, CAD/CAM interfacing, three dimensional geometric modeling,
including points, lines, arcs, curves, etc., and a variety of modeling tools.
Applying boundary conditions such as directional forces or distributed forces
provide a method to simulate the effect of cutting forces on the PMBDCLM to help
determine operating parameters for design of experiments and justification for
replacement of existing DC servomotors on CNC machines. The performance of such a
model consideration has been determined utilizing electromagnetic, magnetic, static,
dynamic, and magneto-thermal finite element analysis. The PMBDCLM FEA model
represents the orthogonal cutting forces using one axis of a working table holding a work-
piece. Three-dimensional solid elements are applied for modeling the 3D state of the field
distribution inside the linear motor. Simulation of the cutting force is defined within a
force data group of the NISA finite element software. In addition, other boundary
conditions, namely electric and magnetic field characteristics such as E-field, flux,
effective power, and current density in the X, Y, and Z direction is applied.
The primary reasons to model the PMBDCLM and DC servomotor in the
preprocessor are:
• To illustrate that higher feedrate may be possible and to use the theoretical velocity to
bridge the gap between FEA and design of experiments.
• To illustrate linear motor performance is not compromised due to thermal
considerations, static considerations (secondary stresses and displacement),
electromagnetic considerations (E-Field, M-Field, Force), and dynamic
considerations (displacement, acceleration, and velocity).
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• To illustrate a force comparison for cutting conditions of a PMBDCLM and DC
servomotor.
4.1.1 Meshing
Discretization of the geometric domain to define nodes and elements provides the mesh.
Within NISA, element and node generation is applied to a PMBDCLM and DC
servomotor.
A mesh can be generated either manually or automatically for each geometric
entity that is active. Boundary conditions of the model, in terms of loads, constraints,
etc., need to be applied to complete the analysis.
The geometry of the generated elements can be triangular (two-dimensional) or
tetrahedral (three-dimensional). Basic elements (sometimes called simplexes) are more
generally called quadrilaterals and polyhedrals. An element is characterized by its
number of nodes and by the degree of the unknown approximation function. It can be
rectangular or curvilinear and the order of approximation can vary from 1 to 6 for various
applications.
The principle of finite element analysis consists of defining a partition over the
domain (decomposition into sub-domains (finite elements) which cover the whole
domain but which do not overlap). The original domain is usually characterized by a grid
of points, which are the nodes common to adjacent elements. The unknown function is
described by its value at each of the nodes of the grid. The unknown function will be
interpolated over the domain from its nodal values (at the nodes) which come from one
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solution. The continuity conditions will be defined by the nature of the elements in
conjunction with the continuity conditions imposed by the nature of the problem.
Steps illustrating where meshing occurs in finite element modeling are listed
below.
1. Definition of the Domain (Preprocessing).
2. Decomposition into finite elements (Preprocessing, Meshing).
3. Calculation of the coefficients of the algebraic system (Postprocessing).
4. Solution of the equations (Postprocessing).
Linear motor geometry has been developed within DISPLAY using 3D solid
primitives, planes, and hyper-patches made from grid points. Once the required geometry
was chosen, FEA patches were defined since patch size varies due to the requirements of
different degrees of resolution. This is important when the frequency of changing
conditions and the accuracy of results are extremely high. After the development of the
patch geometry, hyperpatches, elements and nodes were created. Hyperpatches, which
were generated from the FEA software, allowed nodes and elements to be generated. For
each element, which is defined by two parameters NKTP (element type) and NORDR
(element order), material and mechanical properties were assigned. The generated
permanent magnet elements were defined with coercive field strength (H cx, Hcy , Hcz) in
the X, Y, and Z direction.
The selection of elements for an application should be based on its capabilities, its
cost such as stiffness matrix generation, decomposition and stress calculation, and the
desired accuracy in the results.
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During meshing, DISPLAY allows a variety of operations for verifying and checking
the model. The operations range from sophisticated checks for distortion, warping,
skewness, etc. of elements producing graphic checks that visually highlight boundary
conditions as well as potential discontinuity in the finite element model.
Elements should be of regular shapes as much as possible. This is achieved when the
element aspect ratio is close to unity. The best shape of a quadrilateral is a square, and
that of a hexahedron is a cube. The distortion index, calculated by DISPLAY, is the
indicator of how well the element maps to the ideal or the best shape of an element. The
ratio of the minimum Jacobian to the average Jacobian is defined as the distortion index.
The most desirable distortion index is 1, which indicates the element maps perfectly to
the ideal shape.
There are several methods to create nodes in DISPLAY. Nodes can be
individually defined by their coordinates or by utilizing transformation operations such as
translation, rotation, etc. Whenever elements are generated, nodes describing the
connectivity of elements are generated.
Several commands may be utilized for node identification and manipulation. By
merging nodes, models can be merged into one integral surface/solid. Inactive nodes can
be automatically deleted and node ID's can be renumbered preserving all associatives.
4.1.2 Material Properties
Nodes and their associated coordinates define element configuration and connectivity.
However, some element properties such as thickness for plate or shell elements, and
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cross-sectional properties for beam elements have to be specified separately. Tables for
particular property set identifications are to be specified by the model requirements.
General properties include mass density, modulus of elasticity, shear modulus,
and the thermal expansion coefficient. Composite element properties include compressive
failure stress and tensile failure stress. Thermal properties include thermal expansion
coefficient and specific heat. Electromagnetic properties include permittivity,
permeability, conductivity, and reluctivity.
Definition of material properties for the elements is required. Depending on the
type of analysis, material properties such as modulus of elasticity, poison's ratio,
coefficient of thermal expansion, density, etc., need to be provided. Material and
property tables are required for each set identification which are assigned to an element
during element generation.
4.1.3 Boundary Conditions
Internal boundary conditions are required attributes for finite element model solutions.
These conditions may include mass density, material and mechanical properties, element
types, and degrees of freedom per node.
Internal boundary conditions consist of element types for property definition such
as shell, beam, 2D/3D mass, 2D/3D gap, friction, etc., with individual physical property
specifications. For example, 3D beam elements require cross section area, moment of
inertia, torsional constant, and the eccentricity. Torsional spring elements require a
torsional spring constant and a component coordinate system.
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For material property definition, a MAT-ADD command in DISPLAY is utilized
to add a data set of material property values that are tagged with a unique integer called
the material identification, or MAT-ID. When elements are created in DISPLAY, a part
of their data is in the material identification. Thus the material identification serves as the
link between the finite element entities and the actual material property values. Different
element formulations require the specification of different material property values.
Mechanical property definition acts in the same way as material property
definition. When elements are created in DISPLAY, a part of their data is also in the
mechanical property identification. As with the material identifications, different
formulations require the specification of different mechanical property values.
External boundary conditions usually consist of imposed excitations upon a
model. Depending on the analysis type, these may consist of force, moment,
displacement, specific field potential, current density, coercive field strength, etc.
For magnetic field analysis with an imposed directional force acting as a cutting
force, the excitations and boundary conditions are governed by the simplifying
assumptions. Based on these assumptions, utilization of boundary conditions such as
initial field potential, specific field potential, electric flux, magnetic flux, permanent
magnet, and force is possible. Force is specified in a particular direction for an object.
Such a condition is useful when analyzing linear movement such as when net force
calculation is required on a moving object. This boundary condition is particularly useful
in the proposed research since force excitations can be used to simulate cutting forces
generated in metal cutting operations. It can also be placed in a specified direction at a
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specified node. Torque is also a boundary condition that is utilized when a net torque
calculation is required on a rotating object.
Electric flux density and magnetic flux density is defined and specified on an
element face. It can either be uniform or non-uniform. Permanent magnet boundary
conditions are utilized in E-field and M-field analysis. This excitation is utilized on the
elements previously defined as permanent magnet material. For this boundary condition,
the coercive field strength, in the X, Y, and Z directions is specified.
4.2 Postprocessor
Analysis modules of DISPLAY provide a direct interface with the entire library of sub-
analysis programs. The analysis capabilities include linear static analysis, non-linear
static analysis, linear direct transient analysis, eigenvalue analysis, modal dynamic
analysis including transient dynamic, random vibration, frequency response, and shock
spectrum analysis, buckling analysis, and steady state/transient heat transfer analysis.
Graphical representation and manipulation of the results is performed directly
using the DISPLAY post-processing module. The DISPLAY post-processor features
include deformed geometry plots, separate or superimposed on un-deformed geometry,
contour plots of displacement, stresses, strains, and temperatures. The post-processor also
includes stress, torque including error estimates, contour plots of composite sections for
three dimensional models, animation for transient analysis, and deformed/modal shapes
on graphics devices. Displacement in the X, Y, and Z directions, resultant displacement
in the X, Y, and Z directions, linear displacement in X, Y, and Z directions, maximum
shear stress, stress, octahedral and principal stresses are included.
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Graphical representation of results is obtained by utilizing the post-processing module
of DISPLAY. Post-processing features include various geometric graphic options
including hidden line removal, boundary and thermal plots and view manipulation
including rotation, scaling, and clipping. Some unique DISPLAY post-processor
functions include:
1. Electrostatics. Potential, electric field intensity, electric flux density, stored electric
energy, total stored electric energy, and capacitance.
2. Steady Current Flow. Potential, electric field intensity, current density, dissipated
power, total dissipated power, inductance.
3. Magnetostatics. Magnetic vector potential or scalar potential, magnetic flux density,
stored magnetic energy, magnetic force, total stored magnetic energy, and inductance.
4. Magnetodynamics. Magnetic vector potential, magnetic flux density, eddy current
density, total current density, electric field due to eddy currents, total electric field,
power loss density, stored magnetic energy density, total stored energy, total power
loss, inductance, and resistance.
5. Transient Magnetic Field Analysis. Magnetic vector potential, magnetic flux density,
stored magnetic energy and coenergy, induced any current density, electric fields due
to eddy currents, power loss density, and total stored energy.
6. Coupled Magneto-Thermal Analysis. Temperature distribution due to induced currents
in the electromagnetic device including heat transfer analysis, steady state and
transient analysis. Thermal post-processing is incorporated into EMAG to provide the
analysis of temperature variations in electromagnetic devices due to the presence of
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induced currents in these devices. The following steps are required when executing a
coupled analysis such as magneto-thermal analysis:
• Create an EMAG input file containing the finite element model and the appropriate
EMAG executive command, analysis data, boundary conditions, and loading.
• Activate the coupled magneto-thermal executive command in the EMAG input file,
such as [CHEAT = ON, SAVE = 26, 20].
• Create a heat input file containing the same finite element model and the appropriate
heat executive commands, analysis data, and boundary conditions.
• Insert the command, [*READ, FILENAME], where file name is the file20 name of
EMAG, into the analysis data block of the heat input file.
During the EMAG post-process run, both input files will be read, then the
electromagnetic analysis will be performed followed by heat transfer analysis. The
EMAG output quantities, for example, electric and magnetic fields, flux densities, and
current density, are available in the EMAG output files, while the heat output quantities,
such as temperature distribution, are available in the heat output files. Post-processor
results may be shown graphically as:
• Contour plots such as electric scalar potential, voltage, magnetic vector potential,
current and flux densities, and electric and magnetic fields, heat, force, displacement,
stress, velocity etc. can be obtained depending on the analysis types.
• X and Y profiles for various output quantities.
• Vector plots for flux densities, current densities and electric and magnetic fields.
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Post processing of the parameters must take place to obtain results. Post processing must
be initiated with a .NIS file. The .NIS file can be written into a *26.dat file. The *26.dat
file can then be used to observe the post-processor results within DISPLAY.
4.3 Motor Design and Analysis
Linear motor performance under large cutting forces at varying air-gap sizes and voltages
is investigated. Under loading conditions, electromagnetic, thermal, dynamic, and static
analysis of the secondary elements is determined using EMRC NISA FEA software.
Electric and magnetic field distribution is determined for force generation by varying
voltages and gap sizes. Due to the presence of conduction currents in electromechanical
devices such as a PMBDCLM, power losses in the form of heat dissipation are produced
which alters the temperature distribution in the device. Change in temperature effects the
generated force, electric and magnetic fields, thus overall performance.
Single sided linear motor and DC servomotor geometry is presented. An overall
rating based on performance and cost is determined. The post processing analyses is
performed in conjunction with steady current flow analysis, magnetic field analysis,
electric field analysis, electromagnetic sub-analysis, dynamic analysis, and static
analysis.
4.3.1 Motor Specifications
The proposed single sided PMBDCLM model is discretized using 1,463 3-dimensional
hexahedron elements and 1,920 nodes. The entire model is 640.08 mm in length, 190.50
mm in width, and ranges from 70.475 mm to 76.20 mm in height due to the change in air-
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gap size. Air-gap sizes are 0.625 mm, 3.175 mm, and 6.350 mm. For the current-carrying
elements, there is a resistance of 10.0 Ω and the number of coil-turns is 150.
The finite element model of the DC servomotor is discretized using 1,280 3-
dimensional hexahedron elements and 1,632 nodes. The entire model is 247.65 mm in
length and 203.20 mm in diameter. The air-gap size is 3.175 mm. For the current-
carrying elements, there is a resistance of 10.0 Ω and the number of coil-turns is 150.
Table 4-1 provides the general motor specifications for the analysis.
Table 4-1. FEA General Motor Specifications
Element types include 3D solid, 3D gap, and 3D gap/friction defined by the element type
number (NKTP) and the element order (NORDR).
4.3.2 Model Assumptions
The following assumptions are made to determine the field, thermal flux distribution,
static and dynamic characteristics. The assumptions include:
• The fields outside the motor periphery is negligible, therefore, the outer periphery of
the motor can be treated as a zero vector potential line.
• The magnetic material is isotropic and the magnetization curve is single valued.
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• The vector potential and the current density are invariant in direction.
• The field distribution is quasi-stationary.
• Time harmonic effects are absent.
• Specific temperature outside the motor periphery is negligible, therefore the outer
periphery of the motor is defined as having a zero specific temperature (0.0 °C).
• Specific field potential outside the motor periphery is negligible, therefore the outer
periphery of the motor is defined as having a zero specific field potential (0.0V).
• The primary elements and nodes are fixed for displacement, moment, and rotation.
4.3.3 Application of FEA to a PMBDCLM and DC Servo Motor
Finite element analysis is performed to provide force, magneto-thermal, electric field,
magnetic field, and stress solutions of a PMBDCLM and generated force of a DC
servomotor. Meshing of both motors and internal boundary conditions are listed in Table
4-3. External boundary conditions are listed in Table 4-4. Material properties are listed in
Table 4-5. Results of analysis are listed in Table 4-6. Three air-gap sizes (0.625 mm,
3.175 mm, and 6.350 mm) and voltages ranging from 50V to 265V in the current-
carrying elements are implemented using the analysis/sub-analysis and main boundary
conditions listed in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2. Finite Element Analysis and Boundary Conditions
Table 4-2. (Continued
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To analyze the forces generated in the PMBDCLM and the torque in the DC servomotor,
a force/torque data group is applied when the net force/torque calculation is required on a
moving object (linear motor moving coil secondary)/rotating object (armature).
The electric field analysis is required to determine the electric field intensity
within the air-gap region where steady current flow sub-analysis provides the electric
field calculations in the conducting media which is due to the steady flow of electric
charges.
The magnetic field analysis is required to determine the magnetic flux density
within the air-gap region where 3D magneto-static sub-analysis provides the magnetic
field calculations in the magnetic material due to direct current excitation and/or
permanent magnets. A permanent magnet data group boundary condition is utilized to
define the permanent magnet element coercive field strength.
To analyze the effect of temperature on the magnet array and air-gap region, the
finite difference equations for the three-dimensional steady state and transient condition
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are used with the aid of the coupled electromagnetic and thermal analysis to provide
temperature and heat flux distributions along the primary, magnet array, and the air-gap
region.
Linear static analysis is utilized to determine the stresses and displacement in the
PMBDCLM secondary when a component force boundary condition is applied to the
secondary nodes.
Six input voltages (50V - 265V) for experimental data are applied along with
three force levels (L-(73.2 N), C-(125 N), and H-(204 N) obtained from experimentation
are implemented using the dynamic analysis/sub-analysis and main boundary conditions.
For the PMBDCLM force and DC servomotor torque solutions, a forces/torque
data group is applied when the corresponding values are required to be calculated on the
moving secondary/rotor using electromagnetic analysis.
Linear transient and eigenvalue analysis is required to determine the velocity,
acceleration, displacement, and frequency. The post processing is conducted utilizing the
NISA post-processing module. Graphical results, such as vector plots, contour plots, and
X, Y, Z profiles, is illustrated using the DISPLAY post processor module. Electric field,
magnetic field, and force analysis solutions are obtained from the EMAG software
module. Stress analysis solutions are obtained from the LSTATIC software module.
Thermal analysis solutions are obtained by coupling the EMAG module using steady
current flow analysis to the SHEAT module.
Post processing is performed utilizing the NISA dynamic post-processing module.
Graphical results such as vector plots, contour plots, and X, Y, Z profiles, may be shown
using a DISPLAY module. Velocity, acceleration, position, and frequency solutions are
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obtained from the DYNAMIC software module. Force calculations are obtained using the
EMAG software module.
Sub-analysis of dynamic and electromagnetic processing is required. The
electromagnetic analysis requires a steady current flow sub-analysis for force
calculations. Dynamic analysis requires a linear-transient sub-analysis for position,
velocity, and acceleration calculations and an eigenvalue sub-analysis for natural
frequency. The assigned properties of the proposed FEA models are provided in Table 4-
3.
Table 4-3. Element Identifications and Internal Boundary Conditions
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Boundary conditions include a 50V to 265V specific field potential in the current
carrying elements, 0.0-V specific field potential at the motor periphery, and 2.067 x 10 6
Alm-Hci (26,000 Oe-Hci) in the magnet array. For thermal analysis, the specific
temperature at the outer boundary nodes is 0.0 °C. There is a 700 N x-component force
boundary condition imposed on the representative secondary elements for the applied
force FEA model and a 700 CCW torque boundary condition imposed on the rotor.
Magnetic properties of NdFeB are accounted for due to thermal demagnetization.
The higher the permeance coefficient the magnet array operates at, the higher the
temperature it will withstand. High Hci NdFeB materials operating at a high permeance
coefficient can operate about 210 °C.
For force generation comparison, a 1,280 element DC servomotor is subjected to
the same boundary conditions and material properties. To perform the proposed finite
element analyses, Table 4-4 lists the associated material properties with the representative
elements.
Table 4-4. Material Properties
Table 4-4. (Continued
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The applied external boundary conditions for the PMBDCLM and DC servomotor
FEA models are listed in Table 4-5.
Table 4-5. External Boundary Conditions
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4.3.3.1 FEA Results: From the proposed analysis, thermal, static, dynamic, and
electromagnetic results are listed in Table 4-6. Figures 4-1 through 4-6 provide a
graphical representation.
Table 4-6. Finite Element Analysis Results
Table 4-6. (Continued
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Figure 4-1. PMBDCLM Magneto-Thermal Analysis
Figure 4-1 illustrates the temperature distribution in the PMBDCLM at 200V with no
applied force. A maximum temperature of 166.3 °C resides in the current carrying and
air-gap elements.
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Figure 4-2. PMBDCLM (Air-Gap Region) Resultant Electric Field
Figure 4-2 illustrates the resultant electric field in the air-gap elements of the PMBDCLM
at 200V with no applied force. A maximum field distribution of 197.0 x 10 2 V/m is
evenly distributed at the center of the model.
Figure 4-3. PMBDCLM (Air-Gap Region) Resultant Flux Density
Figure 4-3 illustrates the resultant flux density in the air-gap elements of the PMBDCLM
at 200V with applied force. A maximum flux density distribution of 32.06 T is evenly
distributed at the center of the model.
11-1
Figure 4-4. PMBDCLM (Quarter Region) Static Analysis
Figure 4-4 illustrates the octahedral stresses of the PMBDCLM quarter region at 250V
with applied force. A maximum stress of 120.9 x 10 4 N/m2 is located at the PMBDCLM
slider edges and where stress is evenly distributed at the applied force region.
Figure 4-5. PMBDCLM Slider Velocity
Figure 4-5 illustrates the PMBDCLM slider velocity at 265V with applied force. The
slider has a velocity of —1.325 m/s (the negative value indicates direction) while the
permanent magnet primary remain fixed.
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Figure 4-6. DC Servo Motor Magnetic Field Analysis
Figure 4-6 illustrates the DC servomotor resultant flux density at 250V with applied
torque. A maximum flux density distribution of 32.02 T is evenly distributed between the
permanent magnet and current carrying elements.
4.3.3.2 FEA Feedrate Justification: Utilization of fundamental relationships of velocity
and power, and by using the generated force from the FEA, simulated feedrate values are
generated from the following relationship:
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For the relationships described above, Table 4-7 lists the solution values of the
PMBDCLM feed drive using the solutions obtained from the finite element analysis for
each variant.
Table 4-7. Feedrate Results
An air gap size of 0.625 mm provides 0.6648 m/s feedrate at 50V and 1.227 m/s feedrate
at 265V. An air gap size of 3.173 mm provides a feedrate of 0.7788 m/s at 50V and a
feedrate of 1.4081 m/s at 265V. An air gap size of 6.350 mm provides a feedrate of
1.0246 m/s at 50V and a feedrate of 1.6597 m/s at 265V. These feedrate ranges are
utilized for the design of experiments based on the proposed FEA models.
4.4 FEA Analysis of Results
Finite element analysis illustrates the effect of input voltage and applied force, as in
machining applications, on a linear motor's performance characteristics such as generated
force, temperature, stress, velocity, position, and acceleration. Including variants (voltage
(variant 1), air-gap size (variant 2), and force (variant 3)) in the FEA simulation
significantly changes the performance. Figures 4-7 through 4-18 illustrate the variant
effects.
PMBDCLM & DC Servo Force/Torque Comparison, (N, N-m), Electromagnetic Analysis
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Figure 4-7. PMBDCLM/DC Servo Force/Torque Comparison
Figure 4-7 shows the comparison of force/torque between each PMBDCLM air-gap size
and the DC servo motor at an air-gap size of 3.175 mm. From the analysis:
1. The DC servo motor generates a smaller torque/force relationship as compared to the
PMBDCLM with the same boundary conditions.
2. As with the linear motor models, the torque increases with a torque/force boundary
condition.
3. There is a linear relationship between voltage and generated force.
The localization of heat generation is approximated on the two surfaces shown in Figures
4-8 and 4-9. The two surfaces are:
i. The magnet array on the primary thermal distribution.
ii. The air-gap plane thermal distribution.
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Figure 4-8. Magnet Array Temperature, Magneto-Thermal Analysis
Figure 4-8 illustrates the magnet array temperature of the PMBDCLM from 50V to 265V
at each air-gap size using magneto-thermal finite element analysis. From the magneto-
thermal analysis of the magnet-array temperature:
1. The finite element model with the applied force boundary condition results in a
higher temperature than the model without applied force.
2. It is shown that as the PMBDCLM air-gap size increases, the magnet array
temperature decreases. This indicates that a small air-gap size has the potential of
reducing generated force due to thermal demagnetization of the NdFeB magnets.
3. The magnet array temperature is below the range where demagnetization occurs.
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Figure 4-9. Air-Gap Temperature, Magneto-Thermal Analysis
Figure 4-9 illustrates the PMBDCLM air-gap temperature from 50V to 265V at the three
air-gap sizes. Both the applied force and non-applied force models are shown. From the
magneto-thermal analysis of the air-gap temperature:
1. The temperature distribution is higher in the air-gap region than in the magnet array
region.
2. The applied force boundary condition model results in a higher temperature than the
model without applied force.
3. The 6.350 mm air-gap size has a lower temperature with a larger difference between
the applied force and non-applied force models.
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Figure 4-10. Linear Motor Force, Electromagnetic Analysis
Figure 4-10 illustrates the PMBDCLM generated force on the secondary form 50V to
265V at all three air-gap sizes. From the electromagnetic analysis for generated force on
the motors' secondary:
1. A linear relationship exists between generated force and input voltage boundary
conditions.
2. The applied force models result in a higher secondary thrust force.
3. A smaller air-gap size results in a higher secondary thrust force.
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Figure 4-11. Resultant Magnetic Field Strength, Magnetic Field Analysis
Figure 4- 11 illustrates the resultant magnetic field strength in the air-gap region at 50V to
265 V in all three air-gap sizes. From the magnetic field analysis:
1. The resultant magnetic field strength increases with the decease in the air-gap size.
2. The applied force models result in a higher resultant magnetic field strength.
3. A linear relationship exists between magnetic field strength and input voltage
boundary conditions.
Figure 4-12. Resultant Electric Field Strength, E-Field Analysis
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Figure 4-12 illustrates the resultant electric field strength in the air-gap region at 50V to
265V in all three air-gap sizes. From the electric field analysis:
1. A 3.175 mm air-gap size results in higher resultant electric field strength.
2. A linear relationship exists between electric field strength and input voltage boundary
conditions.
Figure 4-13. Linear Motor Secondary Displacement, Linear Static Analysis
Figure 4-13 illustrates the displacement of the PMBDCLM secondary at 50V to 265V in
all three air-gap sizes. From the static analysis:
1. The applied force boundary condition model increases in displacement in the negative
x-direction.
2. The larger air-gap size models generate less displacement due to the decrease in
generated force.
3. The applied force models generate a displacement in the positive x-direction. This is
due to the applied force being larger than the generated force of the motor.
4. Displacement decreases as air-gap size increases.
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Figure 4-14. X, Y, Z-Component Normal Stress, Linear Static Analysis
Figure 4-14 illustrates the normal stress results at 50V to 265V of all three air-gap sizes.
From the static analysis:
1. X-component normal stresses are the highest due to the applied force boundary
condition on the motors' secondary.
2. Due to an increased generated force in the 0.625 mm air-gap model, normal stress is
highest for each component.
Figure 4-15. Maximum Shear Stress, Linear Static Analysis
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Figure 4-15 illustrates the maximum shear stress, Von-Mises stress, and octahedral stress
at 50V to 265V in all three air-gap size models. From the static analysis:
1. The maximum shear stress is the highest for all three air-gap sizes.
2. Von-Mises and octahedral stresses are not significant.
Figure 4-16. Natural Frequency
Figure 4-16 illustrates the FEA dynamic analysis natural frequency results of the




Figures 4-16, 4-17, and 4-18 illustrate generated force, velocity, and acceleration of the
PMBDCLM using dynamic post processing. Each graph shows a linear relationship
between input voltage and the performance measure.
The analysis results are useful in the selection of appropriate feedrate parameter
levels using a PMBDCLM as a CNC feed drive. It is shown that the results from the FEA
simulation can possibly enhance and allow feedback for the feedrate and required power
selection criteria by providing insight into the effects of force and input voltage on linear
motor position, velocity, and acceleration.
From the FEA results, the following observations are provided.
• Higher feedrate(s) may be possible due to the higher theoretical values shown from
FEA. These values justify that recommended feedrate(s) for milling with linear drives
can be increased without sacrificing surface quality amplitude parameters.
• Linear motor performance is not compromised due to thermal considerations, static
considerations (secondary stresses and displacement), electromagnetic considerations
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(E-field, M-field, Force), and dynamic considerations (displacement, acceleration,
and velocity).
• Force comparison for cutting conditions of PMBDCLM's and DC servo motors
reveal that the linear drive outperforms the DC servo motor under similar boundary
conditions.
• Due to the temperature stability of the NdFeB permanent magnet array, magneto-
thermal analysis indicates the thermal energy product below the maximum operating
temperature. Field strength, thus dynamic performance is not subject to power losses
due to demagnetization.
• Air-gap thickness determines the rate of heat convection into the representative
primary magnet array. A larger gap size FEA model reveals a smaller temperature
both in the air-gap and permanent magnet elements. Air-gap size impacts on system
performance, thus machining performance.
• E-field and M-field FEA results show an increased magnitude for applied cutting
force models.
• Applied cutting force FEA models for electromagnetic analysis models show an
increased secondary thrust force.
• Static analysis shows that the maximum allowable stresses are near the elements and
nodes about the points of cutting force and their respective linear guideways.
Results ofAnalysis
From the analysis of variant finite element models, the optimal overall rating of the
PMBDCLM, in terms of operation cost and performance, is determined. The performance
rating ranging from best to worst provides a benchmark for the desired output
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performance. The cost rating ranging from least to most provides a benchmark for power
consumption. Both the performance and cost ratings incorporate the input parameters,
such as air-gap size and input voltage, and the output parameters such as generated force,
temperature, and displacement which results in the overall performance rating.
The summary of results for each analysis providing the trends and ratings are
listed in Table 4-8.
Table 4-8. Summary of FEA Results
4.4.1 Voltage
Due to the change in input voltages, the PMBDCLM FEA dynamic response is altered in
the following ways.
1. Input of 265 V provides the highest velocity, and acceleration, and position.
2. There is a 22.45% increase in velocity, acceleration, and position between input
voltages when the linear motor is unloaded, a 37.10% increase in velocity and
position between input voltages when a low force is applied, a 38.49% increase in
velocity, acceleration and position between input voltages when moderate force is
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applied, and a 40.44% increase in velocity between input voltages when high force is
applied.
3. There is a 40.0% increase in acceleration between input voltages when low force is
applied, and a 27.13% increase in acceleration between input voltages when high
force is applied.
4. There is a 28.8% increase in position between input voltages when high force is
applied.
5. There is a 50.72% difference in frequency between the 50-V and 100-V models and a
39.51% difference in frequency between the 150-V and 200-V models.
4.4.2 Air-Gap
Due to the change in air-gap size, the PMBDCLM FEA response is altered in the
following ways.
1. The 0.625 mm air-gap size models provides the best performance in terms of
generated force and displacement although the cost rating is the largest.
2. As a tradeoff, the 0.625 mm air-gap size models generates the largest amount of heat
due to the high input voltage and small air-gap size for both the applied and non-
applied force models and only has a moderate increase in temperature due to the input
voltage.
3. The 0.625 and 3.175 mm air-gap size models result in a large output increase for the
increase in input voltage.
4. Due to the large generated force, the 0.625 mm air-gap size model generates the
largest amount of displacement in the motors' moving secondary.
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5. Stresses in the 0.625 mm air-gap size models are largest due to the high forces.
4.4.3 Force
The proposed FEA illustrates the effect of applied force, as in machining applications, on
PMBDCLM performance characteristics such as generated force, displacement, and
temperature. Including force in the finite element analysis significantly changes the
design of the motor parameters such as input voltage and air-gap size. From the proposed
analysis, the following changes occur in the output performance.
1. There is a 75.37% decrease in velocity, acceleration, and position when a low level
force is applied, a 76.79% decrease in velocity, acceleration, and position when
moderate force is applied.
2. There is a 13.5% increase in velocity, acceleration, and position between low and
moderate levels of force.
3. There is a 22.11% increase in velocity, acceleration, and position between the
moderate and high force models.
CHAPTER 5
HEURISTIC CASE STUDY AND ANALYSIS
To illustrate the proposed heuristic, a case study and analysis is presented. Knowledge is
based on experimentation using 7075-T6 aluminum, a two-flute solid carbide tool, no
coolant, on a moving column PMBDCLM equipped vertical milling machine.
5.1 Design of Experiments
A [3x4x3] design is adopted for rough, finish, and semi-finish milling. Three levels (low,
central, and high) of spindle speed are defined, four levels of feedrate (low, semi-low,
semi-high, and high) are defined and three levels (low, central, and high) of depth of cut
is defined. Spindle speed ranges from 1,181 RPM to 18,000 RPM, feedrate ranges from
21.25 in./min to 354 in./min and depth of cut ranges from 0.029 inches to 0.090 inches. A
total of 36 runs are defined. 12 runs are conducted at each depth of cut for both contour
and straight/taper geometry. Each run contains three replicates for each surface and is
repeated on two blanks of aluminum for contour and straight/taper geometry. The mean,
variance, and signal-to-noise ratio will measure the factorial design responses.
Based on the proposed experimental design, the levels, variables, and responses
are listed in Table 5-1.





18,000 RPM maximum spindle speed and 354 inch per minute maximum feedrate. For
each of the four aluminum blanks cut per machine (2 contour and 2 straight/taper), a new
0.75-inch diameter, two-flute (20° helix) HSK-30A taper, solid carbide tool is used. Both
a contour and straight/taper part geometry is machined using the defined levels of spindle
speed, feedrate, and depth of cut.
The contour design is illustrated in Figure 5-1. A 3-step contour design provides
12 surfaces at three different depths of cut. There are 36 surfaces and 36 point locations.
Depth C provides a 4-inch diameter geometry with 12 equally spaced surfaces measuring
1.047 inches. Depth B provides a 3.50 inch diameter geometry with 12 equally spaced
surfaces measuring 0.916 inches. Depth A provides a 3.0 inch diameter geometry with 12
equally spaced surfaces measuring 0.785 inches. Three z-direction levels or steps provide
a 0.5 inch surface with 3 replicate surfaces of 0.167 inches. Four equally spaced
mounting holes insures direct contact with the force transducer mount while allowing a
0.20 inch clearance between the tool and the mounting Allen-Cap bolts.
The contour geometry tool path, illustrated in Figure 5-2, shows the tool motion
in relation to each surface. Moving counterclockwise, the tool cuts along each of the 36
surfaces at each of the operating parameter settings as described in the proposed factorial
design. By design, the part program will not be halted during execution, therefore when
each cut is completed the tool moves 0.25 inches off the surface to allow the force signal
to "flat-line". This is beneficial since cutting force is easily distinguished from surface to
surface all will help provide accurate force signal separation.
Figure 5-1. Contour Geometry
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Figure 5-2. Contour Geometry Tool Path
The straight/taper design is illustrated in Figure 5-3. A 3-step polygon design
provides 12 surfaces at three different depths of cut. There are 36 surfaces and 24
vertices. A blank size of 4.75 x 4.75 x 1.50 inches allows for 0.875 inch straight cuts
along the X and Y axes and a 1.591 inch cut for each taper at depth C (roughing). Depth
of cut B (3.50 inch polygon) provides a 0.75 inch length surface along the X and Y axes
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and a 1.414 inch surface along each taper. Depth of cut A (finishing, 3-inch polygon)
provides a 0.625 inch length surface along the X and Y-axes and a 1.237 inch surface
along each taper. Three z-direction levels or steps provide a 0.5 inch surface with 3
replicate surfaces of 0.167 inches. Four equally spaced mounting holes insures direct
contact with the force transducer mount while allowing a 0.20 inch clearance between the
tool and the mounting Allen-Cap bolts.
The straight/taper geometry tool path, illustrated in Figure 5-4, shows to tool
motion in relation to each surface. Moving counterclockwise, the tool cuts along each of
the 36 surfaces at each of the operating settings as described in the proposed factorial
design. By design, the part program will not be halted during execution, therefore when
each cut is completed the tool moves 0.25 inches off the surface to allow the force signal
to "flat-line". This is beneficial since cutting force is easily distinguished from surface to
surface all will help provide accurate force signal separation.
Figure 5-3. Straight/Taper Geometry
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Figure 5-4. Straight/Taper Geometry Tool Path
Cutting is conducted on a PMBDCLM equipped vertical CNC milling machine
and a DC servomotor/ballscrew equipped CNC vertical milling machine. Online cutting
force data is measured and stored using a transducer, amplifier, and data acquisition
board. Offline tolerance measurement is made using a Brown and Sharpe XCEL 765
coordinate measuring machine (BS765-CMM). Offline surface measurement is made
with a Taylor and Hobson Surtronic 3+ surface profilometer.
Listed in Table 5-2 are the machine specifications for the PMBDCLM
experimentation. Table 5-3 lists the DC servomotor/ballscrew specifications.
Table 5-2. PMBDCLM CNC Specifications
Table 5-2. (Continued
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Table 5-3. DC Servo Motor CNC Specifications
Table 5-3. (Continued
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Cutting force measurement is made using a Kistler force transducer and amplifier. During
cutting, data is transferred to the UEI data acquisition board controlled by the STATUS
software. Experimental settings are listed in Table 5-4.
Table 5-4. Force Acquisition Experimental Settings
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5.2 Experimental Results
Figures 5-5 through 5-18 illustrate the mean results of the contour geometry and the
straight/taper geometry for PMBDCLM and DC servomotor feed drives, respectively.
Contour geometry performance index results include [tolerance] (position, circularity,
cylindricity, runout, and total runout) and [surface finish] (kurtosis, skewness, spacing,
wavelength, and peak-to-valley height). Straight/taper performance index results include
[tolerance] (position, straightness, flatness, angularity, and parallelism) and [surface
finish] (kurtosis, skewness, spacing, wavelength, and peak-to-valley height). Surface 1
through 12 represents the highest depth of cut, surface 13 through 24 represents a central
depth of cut, and surface 25 through 36 represents a low depth of cut.
Figure 5-5. Contour Geometry Tolerance, High Depth of Cut
Figure 5-5 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) contour geometry
tolerance at a high depth of cut. From the figure, tolerance values are large at surface 3
and small at surface 12. DC servomotor tolerance values are generally larger than
PMBDCLM tolerance values.
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Figure 5-6. Contour Geometry Tolerance, Central Depth of Cut
Figure 5-6 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) contour geometry
tolerance at a central depth of cut. The figure shows that position, runout, and circularity
tolerance at surface 14 (shown as 2) is the largest for the DC servomotor. Circularity
tolerance also has similar values between surfaces 17-20, 16-21, 14-23, and 13-24.
Figure 5-7. Contour Geometry Tolerance, Low Depth of Cut
Figure 5-7 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) contour geometry
tolerance at a low depth of cut. DC servomotor position, runout, and circularity values
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show a downward trend from surface 26 to 36. DC servomotor tolerance values are
generally larger than PMBDCLM values.
Figure 5-8. Contour Geometry Surface Finish, High Depth of Cut
Figure 5-8 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) contour geometry
surface finish at a high depth of cut. Surface finish values for both drives show a steady
trend for skewness, wavelength, and peak-to-valley height. Kurtosis values for both
drives show a slight upward trend from surface 1 to surface 12.
Figure 5-9. Contour Geometry Surface Finish, Central Depth of Cut
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Figure 5-9 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) contour geometry
surface finish at a central depth of cut. There is a steady trend among each index except
for DC servomotor kurtosis where surfaces 19 and 21 show a large increase.
Figure 5-10. Contour Geometry Surface Finish, Low Depth of Cut
Figure 5-10 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) contour geometry
surface finish at a low depth of cut. The figure shows a steady trend between surface
values except for DC servomotor kurtosis due to an increase at surface 35. In general, the
DC servomotor surface finish values are larger than the PMBDCLM values.
Figure 5-11. Contour Geometry Mean Spacing
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Figure 5-11 illustates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) contour geometry
mean spacing. At a high depth of cut (surafces 1-12) both drives share a similar pattern
where the PMBDCLM values are slightly higher. At a central (surfaces 13-24) and low
(surfaces 25-36) depth of cut the PMBDCLM provides smaller spacing values.
Figure 5-12. Straight/Taper Geometry Mean Spacing
Figure 5-12 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) straight/taper
geometry mean spacing. In general, the PMBDCLM spacing values are smaller than the
DC servomotor spacing values, however the PMBDCLM spacing values peak at surface
5, 12, 17, 28, and 34. The DC servomotor spacing values peak at surfaces 14, 19, and 30.
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Figure 5-13. Straight/Taper Geometry Tolerance, High Depth of Cut
Figure 5-13 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) tolerance values at a
high depth of cut. DC servomotor angularity tolerance values are generally higher than
PMBDCLM values. PMBDCLM angularity tolerance peaks at surface 10 and DC
servomotor straightness tolerance peaks at surface 12.
Figure 5-14. Straight/Taper Geometry Tolerance, Central Depth of Cut
Figure 5-14 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) straight/taper
geometry tolerance values at a central depth of cut. Position, flatness, straightness, and
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parallelism tolerance values show a steady trend for each surface, however angularity
tolerance shows a periodic trend where PMBDCLM values are smaller than DC
servomotor values.
Figure 5-15. Straight/Taper Geometry Tolerance, Low Depth of Cut
Figure 5-15 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) straight/taper
geometry tolerance at a low depth of cut. PMBDCLM angularity tolerance shows a
periodic trend from surface to surface and the DC servomotor angularity tolerance peaks
at surface 34 (shown as 10). The figure also illustrates the larger position tolerance values
of the DC servomotor.
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Figure 5 -16. Straight/Taper Geometry Surface Finish, High Depth of Cut
Figure 5-16 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) straight/taper
geometry surface finish at a high depth of cut. Both kurtosis and peak-to-valley height
show a downward trend starting from surface 1 to surface 12. In general, the PMBDCLM
provides lower kurtosis and peak-to-valley height values. The figure also shows the small
difference in skewness and wavelength.
Figure 5 -17. Straight/Taper Geometry Surface Finish, Central Depth of Cut
Figure 5-17 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) straight/taper
geometry surface finish at a central depth of cut. DC servomotor kurtosis peaks at surface
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15 (shown as 3) although there is a steady trend in the remaining values. Overall,
PMBDCLM surface finish values are smaller than DC servomotor values.
Figure 5-18. Straight/Taper Geometry Surface Finish, Low Depth of Cut
Figure 5-18 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) straight/taper
geometry surface finish at a low depth of cut. Both skewness and wavelength values
show a steady trend but kurtosis and peak-to-valley height values show large
performance difference from surface to surface.
Performance characteristics such as tolerance, force, and surface quality are
determined for both a PMBDCLM and DC servomotor equipped CNC vertical milling
machine. A total of 36 experiments are conducted (12 experiments at 3 depths of cut).
For each depth of cut, the performance frequency, for mean and standard deviation,
between the PMBDCLM and DC servomotor is provided. A percent benefit, for mean
and standard deviation, is also provided. The average percent benefit is determined by
dividing the PMBDCLM result with the DC servomotor result. For this, the smaller value
favors the PMBDCLM and the larger value favors the DC servomotor. A value near 1.0
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indicates there is not much difference in performance. The performance characteristics
which a smaller percent benefit (< 1.0) is beneficial are:
• Standard deviation, position tolerance, runout tolerance, total runout tolerance,
circularity tolerance, cylindricity tolerance, flatness tolerance, angularity tolerance,
straightness tolerance, parallelism tolerance, force, surface finish spacing, surface
finish wavelength, and surface finish peak-to-valley height
The performance characteristics which a larger percent benefit (> 1.0) is beneficial are:
• Surface finish kurtosis and surface finish skewness
A summary of contour and straight/taper geometry results is provided in Tables 5-5 and
5-6.
Table 5-5. Summary of Contour Geometry Results
Table 5-5. (Continued
Table 5-6. Summary of Straight/Taper Geometry Results
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Contour Geometry
The following are the contour geometry experimental results.
1. The PMBDCLM outperforms the DC servomotor 31 times for position tolerance mean
with a 0.567 benefit and 35 times for position tolerance standard deviation with a
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0.411 benefit. Depth of cut B and C provides the best mean position tolerance
frequency and depth of cut A and B provides the best position tolerance standard
deviation frequency.
2. The PMBDCLM outperforms the DC servomotor 29 times for runout tolerance mean
with a 0.541 benefit and 35 times for runout tolerance standard deviation with a 0.381
benefit. Depth of cut A and B provides the best mean runout tolerance frequency and
depth of cut A and B provides the best runout tolerance standard deviation frequency.
3. The PMBDCLM outperforms the DC servomotor 25 times for total runout tolerance
mean with a 0.838 benefit and 33 times for runout tolerance standard deviation with a
0.369 benefit. Depth of cut C provides the best mean total runout tolerance frequency
and all depths provide the best total runout tolerance standard deviation frequency.
4. The PMBDCLM outperforms the DC servomotor 32 times for circularity tolerance
mean with a 0.500 benefit and 36 times for circularity tolerance standard deviation
with a 0.263 benefit. Depth of cut A and B provides the best mean circularity tolerance
frequency and all depths of cut and provides the best circularity tolerance standard
deviation frequency.
5. The PMBDCLM outperforms the DC servomotor 36 times for cylindricity tolerance
mean with a 0.270 benefit and 33 times for cylindricity tolerance standard deviation
with a 0.333 benefit. All depths of cut provide the best mean cylindricity tolerance
frequency and depth of cut A and B provides the best cylindricity tolerance standard
deviation frequency. Both the PMBDCLM and DC servomotor provide the same
resultant cutting forces. However, the PMBDCLM shows a smaller mean resultant
force (5 N or less) than the DC servomotor. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller mean
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resultant force 31 times with a benefit of 0.963. The DC servomotor provides a smaller
standard deviation for each depth of cut.
6. The DC servomotor provides higher force amplitude than the PMBDCLM 36 times for
mean force with a 17.23 benefit and 33 times for mean force standard deviation with a
5.620 benefit. Depth of cut A, B, and C provides the largest mean force amplitude and
depth of cut A provides the best mean force standard deviation.
7. The PMBDCLM and DC servomotor provides an equal mean center frequency of 18
with a benefit of 1.089. The DC servomotor provides a smaller mean center standard
deviation with a frequency of 23 and a benefit of 1.174. The PMBDCLM provides a
smaller mean frequency for depth of cut B and C and a smaller standard deviation for
depth of cut C.
8. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller mean force width than the DC servomotor 27
times at a benefit of 0.906. The DC servomotor provides a smaller force width
standard deviation 23 times at a benefit of 1.184. The PMBDCLM performs best at
depth of cut B and C for mean force width and depth of cut B for force width standard
deviation.
9. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller force shape-1 than the DC servomotor 36 times at
a benefit of 0.818 and a smaller shape-1 standard deviation 36 times at a benefit of 0.0.
The PMBDCLM values are smaller for each depth of cut at the mean and standard
deviation.
10. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller force shape-2 than the DC servomotor 30 times
at a benefit of 0.802 and a smaller shape-2 standard deviation 36 times at a benefit of
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0.0. For mean force shape-2, The PMBDCLM shows the best performance at depth of
cut B and depth of cut A, B, and C for standard deviation.
11. The PMBDCLM provides better surface kurtosis than the DC servomotor 28 times at
a benefit of 1.428 and a smaller standard deviation 36 times at a benefit of 0.361. The
PMBDCLM provides the best mean surface kurtosis at depth of cut B and C and the
best surface kurtosis standard deviation at depth of cut A, B, and C.
12. The PMBDCLM provides better surface skewness than the DC servomotor 30 times
at a benefit 7.786 and a smaller standard deviation 35 times at a benefit of 0.474. The
PMBDCLM provides the best mean surface skewness at depth of cut A and B and the
best surface skewness standard deviation at depth of cut A, B, and C.
13. The DC servomotor provides a slightly better surface mean spacing than the
PMBDCLM 19 times at a benefit of 1.033, indicating that mean spacing performance
is nearly equal. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller spacing standard deviation 25
times at a benefit of 1.121 with the best performance at depth of cut B and C.
14. The PMBDCLM and DC servomotor provides the same mean wavelength at a
frequency of 18 and a benefit of 1.033, however the PMBDCLM outperforms the DC
servomotor by providing a smaller wavelength standard deviation at a benefit of 0.262.
The PMBDCLM provides the best mean wavelength performance at depth of cut C
and the best standard deviation at depth of cut A, B, C.
15. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller peak-to-valley height than the DC servomotor 20
times at a benefit 1.082 and provides a smaller standard deviation at a frequency of 36
and benefit of 0.232. The PMBDCLM provides the best mean peak-to-valley height at
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depth of cut A and the best peak-to-valley height standard deviation at depth of cut A,
B, and C.
16. The PMBDCLM outperformed the DC servomotor in 22 performance characteristics.
The DC servomotor outperformed the PMBDCLM in 4 performance characteristics,
mainly in peak forces. Equal performance is shown in 5 indices.
Straight-Taper Geometry
The following are the straight/taper geometry experimental results.
1. The PMBDCLM outperformed the DC servomotor 34 times for position tolerance
mean with a 0.297 benefit and 27 times for position tolerance standard deviation with
a 0.824 benefit. Depth of cut A, B and C provides the best mean position tolerance
frequency and depth of cut A provides the best position tolerance standard deviation
frequency.
2. The PMBDCLM outperformed the DC servomotor 28 times for flatness tolerance
mean with a 0.954 benefit and 30 times for flatness tolerance standard deviation with a
0.596 benefit. Depth of cut B provides the best mean flatness tolerance frequency and
depth of cut B and C provides the best flatness tolerance standard deviation frequency.
3. The PMBDCLM outperformed the DC servomotor 29 times for straightness tolerance
mean with a 0.901 benefit and 27 times for straightness standard deviation with a
0.771 benefit. Depth of cut B and C provides the best mean straightness tolerance
frequency and depth of cut B provides the best straightness tolerance standard
deviation frequency.
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4. The PMBDCLM outperformed the DC servomotor 31 times for angularity tolerance
mean with a 0.816 benefit and 26 times for angularity tolerance standard deviation
with a 1.30 benefit. Depth of cut B and C provides the best mean angularity tolerance
frequency and depth of cut B provides the best angularity tolerance standard deviation
frequency.
5. The PMBDCLM outperformed the DC servomotor 32 times for parallelism tolerance
mean with a 0.571 benefit and 26 times for parallelism tolerance standard deviation
with a 0.713 benefit. Depth of cut A and B provides the best mean parallelism
tolerance frequency and depth of cut B provides the best parallelism tolerance standard
deviation frequency.
6. Both the PMBDCLM and DC servomotor provide the same resultant cutting forces.
However, the PMBDCLM shows a smaller mean resultant force (5 N or less) than the
DC servomotor. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller mean resultant force 30 times
with a benefit of 0.958. The DC servomotor provides a smaller standard deviation for
each depth of cut.
7. The DC servomotor provides higher force amplitude than the PMBDCLM 19 times for
mean force with a 2.506 benefit and 26 times for mean force standard deviation with a
3.230 benefit. For the PMBDCLM, depth of cut A and C provides the largest mean
force amplitude and depth of cut A provides the best mean force standard deviation.
8. The PMBDCLM and DC servomotor provide an equal mean center frequency of 17/19
with a benefit of 0.978. The DC servomotor provides a smaller mean center standard
deviation with a frequency of 24 and a benefit of 1.330. The PMBDCLM provides a
smaller mean frequency for depth of cut C.
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9. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller mean force width than the DC servomotor 20
times at a benefit of 0.978. The DC servomotor provides a smaller force width
standard deviation 21 times at a benefit of 1.119. The PMBDCLM performs best at
depth of cut A and C for mean force width and depth of cut C for force width standard
deviation.
10. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller force shape-1 than the DC servomotor 22 times
at a benefit of 0.986 and a smaller shape-1 standard deviation 28 times at a benefit of
0.265. The PMBDCLM performs best at depth of cut B for mean force shape-1 and
depth of cut A and B for force shape-1 standard deviation.
11. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller force shape-2 than the DC servomotor 21 times
at a benefit of 0.954 and a smaller shape-2 standard deviation 29 times at a benefit of
0.278. For mean force shape-2, The PMBDCLM shows the best performance at depth
of cut A and B and depth of cut A and B for standard deviation.
12. The PMBDCLM provides better surface kurtosis than the DC servomotor 31 times at
a benefit of 1.354 and a smaller standard deviation 28 times at a benefit of 0.908. The
PMBDCLM provides the best mean surface kurtosis at depth of cut A, B and C and
the best surface kurtosis standard deviation at depth of cut A and B.
13. The PMBDCLM provides better surface skewness than the DC servomotor 33 times
at a benefit 2.797 and a smaller standard deviation 28 times at a benefit of 0.960. The
PMBDCLM provides the best mean surface skewness at depth of cut A and C and the
best surface skewness standard deviation at depth of cut A and B.
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14. The PMBDCLM provides a better surface mean spacing than the DC servomotor 26
times at a benefit of 0.896. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller spacing standard
deviation 24 times at a benefit of 0.960 with the best performance at depth of cut A.
15. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller mean wavelength at a frequency of 24 and a
benefit of 0.803 and a smaller wavelength standard deviation 30 times at a benefit of
0.571. The PMBDCLM provides the best mean wavelength performance at depth of
cut A and B and the best standard deviation at depth of cut C and B.
16. The PMBDCLM provides a smaller peak-to-valley height than the DC servomotor 28
times at a benefit of 0.707 and provides a smaller standard deviation at a frequency of
33 and benefit of 0.613. The PMBDCLM provides the best mean peak-to-valley
height at depth of cut B and C and the best peak-to-valley standard deviation at depth
of cut A and B.
17. The PMBDCLM outperformed the DC servomotor in 23 performance indices. The
DC servomotor outperformed the PMBDCLM in 5 performance indices. Equal
performance is shown in 4 indices.
Contour versus Straight-Taper Geometry Performance Characteristics
Comparison between contouring and straight cutting shows that:
• The PMBDCLM outperforms the DC servomotor in both mean tolerance and standard
deviation for both contour and straight cutting.
• The PMBDCLM provides smaller percent benefit values for contour tolerance.
• The PMBDCLM outperforms the DC servomotor for all surface characteristics in
straight cutting and all standard deviations in contour cutting.
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• Cutting force for both contour and straight cutting indicates that mean forces in both
PMBDCLM and DC servomotor tests are the same but the DC servomotor provides a
smaller standard deviation.
Comparison of contour and straight/taper cutting percent benefits, where positive values
indicate a smaller contour value and negative values indicate a larger straight/taper value,
shows that:
• There is a 0.27 benefit difference in mean position and a —0.413 benefit difference in
position standard deviation.
• There is a 0.005 benefit difference in mean cutting forces and a 2.629 benefit
difference in force standard deviation.
• There is a 14.724 benefit difference in mean force amplitude and a 2.39 benefit
difference in force amplitude standard deviation.
• There is a 0.111 benefit difference in mean force width and a —0.156 benefit
difference in force width standard deviation.
• There is a —0.072 benefit difference in mean force center and a 0.065 benefit
difference in force center standard deviation.
• There is a 0.074 benefit difference in mean surface kurtosis and a —0.547 benefit
difference in surface kurtosis standard deviation.
• There is a 4.989 benefit difference in mean surface skewness and a —0.486 benefit
difference in surface skewness standard deviation.
• There is a 0.137 benefit difference in mean surface spacing and a 0.161 benefit
difference in surface spacing standard deviation.
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• There is a 0.283 benefit difference in mean surface wavelength and a —0.309 benefit
difference in surface wavelength standard deviation.
• There is a 0.375 benefit difference in mean surface peak-to-valley height and a —0.381
benefit difference in surface peak-to-valley height standard deviation.
Peak Extraction Results
Figures 5-19, 5-20, and 5-21 illustrate the contour geometry peak force values for each
depth of cut from PMBDCLM and DC servomotor experimentation. Figures 5-22, 5-23,
and 5-24 illustrate the straight/taper geometry peak force values for each depth of cut
from PMBDCLM and DC servomotor experimentation.
Figure 5-19. Contour Geometry Peak Extraction, High Depth of Cut
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Figure 5-19 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) peak force extraction
of the contour geometry at a high depth of cut. Force characteristics show a steady trend
for each surface although PMBDCLM peak force is largest at surface 9 and 12.
Figure 5-20. Contour Geometry Peak Extraction, Central Depth of Cut
Figure 5-20 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) contour geometry
peak force extraction at a central depth of cut. Force characteristics show a steady trend
in force width and center. PMBDCLM peak force is the largest at surface 17 (shown as 5)
and surface 19 (shown as 7).
Figure 5-21. Contour Geometry Peak Extraction, Low Depth of Cut
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Figure 5-21 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) contour geometry
peak force extraction at a low depth of cut. PMBDCLM force width peaks at surface 25
(shown as 1), surface 32 (shown as 8) and surface 35 (shown as 11). PMBDCLM peak
force is highest at surface 26 (shown as 2) and surface 34 (shown as 10).
Figure 5-22. Straight/Taper Geometry Peak Extraction, High Depth of Cut
Figure 5-22 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) straight/taper
geometry peak force extraction at a high depth of cut. The force characteristics show an
upward trend from surface 1 to surface 12. PMBDCLM and DC servomotor peak force is
the highest at surface 12.
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Figure 5-23. Straight/Taper Geometry Peak Extraction, Central Depth of Cut
Figure 5-23 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) straight/taper
geometry peak force extraction at a central depth of cut. Both the PMBDCLM and DC
servomotor force width exhibit the same pattern from surface to surface. PMBDCLM
peak force is the highest at surface 22 (shown as 10) and DC servomotor peak force is the
highest at surface 23 (shown as 11).
Figure 5-24. Straight/Taper Geometry Peak Extraction, Low Depth of Cut
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Figure 5-24 illustrates the PMBDCLM (L) and DC servomotor (S) straight/taper
geometry peak force extraction at a low depth of cut. PMBDCLM and DC servomotor
force width exhibit the same trend from surface to surface. PMBDCLM peak force is the
highest at surface 35 (shown as 11) and DC servomotor peak force is the highest at
surface 29 (shown as 5).
From the simulated force, measured average force, and measured peak force,
Table 5-7 lists the forces at each depth of cut and each set of operating parameters.
Table 5-7. Force Rating Comparison
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Table 5-7. (Continued
S = (Spindle Speed) 	 F = (Feedrate) 	 D = (Depth of Cut)
C = Contour 	 S = Straight/Taper
T = Theoretical Force 	 P = Peak Force 	 M = Measured Force
Overall Force Results
From Table 5-7, the following results are listed.
• Cutting conditions 25 and 32 provide the same force rating for theoretical, peak, and
measured for both contour and straight-taper cutting.
• Uniform force ratings are shown in cutting conditions 5, 6, 15, 20, 25, 31, 32, 33, and
34 for contour cutting.
• Uniform force ratings are shown in cutting conditions 3, 17, 25, 26, and 32 for
straight-taper cutting.
• Contour cutting provides more uniform ratings than straight/taper cutting.
• Ratings do not widely vary from each other except for contour cutting conditions 2,
11, 17, and 23 and cutting conditions 1, 5, 9, 22, and 23 for straight-taper cutting.
• Force ratings at the lowest depth of cut provide the most uniform force rating.
Theoretical versus Measured Force Rating
• Theoretical forces are greater than all measured forces except for cutting conditions 4,
18, 28, 29, 30 for contouring and conditions 4, 5, 6, 8, 14, 18, 19, and 28 for
straight/taper cutting.
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• The theoretical force rating and measured force either matches or varies by 1 rating
point for each cutting condition.
• The theoretical and measured force varies the most at the highest depth of cut.
• In the straight/taper cutting conditions, both the theoretical and measured forces vary
the most.
Measured versus Peak Force Rating
• Peak forces are greater than all measured forces except for cutting conditions 2, 4, 8,
30 for contouring and conditions 5, 6, 7, 9, 14, 28, and 33 for straight/taper cutting.
• The measured force rating and peak force rating either matches or varies by 1 rating
point for each cutting condition.
• The measured and peak force ratings vary the most at the highest depth of cut.
• In the straight/taper cutting conditions, both the peak and measured forces vary the
most.
Theoretical versus Peak Force Rating
• Theoretical and peak forces vary the least.
• The theoretical force rating and peak force rating either matches or varies by 1 rating
point for each cutting condition.
• The theoretical and peak force ratings vary the most at the highest depth of cut.
Force Effect on Dynamic Performance
• There is a 2.05% increase in frequency between the low and moderate force models
and a 2.57% increase in frequency between the moderate and high force models.
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• There is a 75.37% decrease in velocity, acceleration, and position when low force is
applied, a 76.79% decrease in velocity, acceleration, and position when moderate
force is applied.
• There is a 13.5% increase in velocity, acceleration, and position between the low and
moderate force.
• There is a 22.11% increase in velocity, acceleration, and position between the
moderate and high force models.
• There is a 33.03% increase in velocity, acceleration, and position between the low
and high force.
Simple Regression Results
Tables 5-8, 5-9, 5-10, and 5-11 list the simple regression empirical relationships with the
associated p-values and r-square values for the contour and straight/taper geometry at
each depth of cut.
By examining the relationship between cutting force and the contour geometry
tolerance indices, it is shown that the increase in cutting force decreases tolerance and
generally provides a higher tolerance value. It is evident that depth of cut, which changes
the force, affects contour geometry tolerance. By examining the relationship between
cutting force and contour geometry surface finish indices, it is also shown that the
increase in cutting force increases the contour geometry surface finish values which may
be detrimental based on the proposed quality characteristics.








* Parameters are Eliminated.
Listed in Table 5-10 is the straight/taper geometry relationships between the cutting force
obtained from the proposed design of experiments at each depth level of the proposed
tolerance and surface finish indices. Table 5-11 lists the parameter estimates for each
relationship. The R-square value is also listed to indicate the strength of the relationship.
By examining the relationship between cutting force and the straight/taper
geometry tolerance indices, it is shown that the increase in cutting force decreases
straight/taper geometry tolerance and generally provides a higher tolerance value. It is
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evident that depth of cut, which changes the force, effects straight/taper geometry
tolerance.
By examining the relationship between cutting force and straight/taper geometry
surface finish indices, it is also shown that the increase in cutting force increases the
straight/taper geometry surface finish values which may be detrimental based on the
proposed quality characteristics.





Table 5-11. Straight/Taper Geometry (SR) Parameter Estimates
Table 5-11. (Continued
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* Parameters are Eliminated.
By examining the straight/taper geometry force relationships, the cutting force at a low
and central depth of cut provides an increasing linear relationship between cutting force
and feedrate. Cutting force is minimized when feedrate is low and maximized when
feedrate is high. The cutting force relationship with spindle speed is non-linear where
cutting force increases with the decrease in spindle speed. The feedrate-speed interaction
minimizes force when feedrate is low and spindle speed is high and maximizes force
when feedrate is high and spindle speed is low.
The cutting force at a high depth of cut provides an increasing linear relationship
between cutting force and feedrate. Cutting force is minimized when feedrate is low and
maximized when feedrate is high. The cutting force relationship with spindle speed is
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non-linear where cutting force increases with the decrease in spindle speed. The feedrate-
speed interaction minimizes force when feedrate is low and spindle speed is high and
maximizes force when feedrate is high and spindle speed is low.
By examining the straight/taper geometry surface finish relationships, peak-to-valley
height at a low depth of cut increases linearly when spindle speed decreases and increases
non-linearly when feedrate increases. The feedrate-speed interaction minimizes peak-to-
valley height when feedrate is low and spindle speed is high and maximizes peak-to-
valley height when feedrate is high and spindle speed is low. The peak-to-valley height at
a central depth of cut increases non-linearly when spindle speed decreases and feedrate
increases, however, peak-to-valley height decreases when spindle speed is between
15,000 RPM and 18,000 RPM and feedrate is between 150 in./min and 250 in./min.
The peak-to-valley height at high depth of cut increases non-linearly when spindle
speed decreases and feedrate increases, however, peak-to-valley height decreases when
spindle speed is between 12,500 RPM and 17,000 RPM and feedrate is between 150
in./min and 250 in./min.
By examining the straight/taper geometry tolerance relationships, it is shown that
the parallelism tolerance at a low depth of cut decreases non-linearly when spindle speed
increases and increases non-linearly when feedrate increases. Parallelism tolerance is
minimized when spindle speed is high and feedrate is low.
The parallelism tolerance at a central depth of cut increases when spindle speed
decreases and feedrate increases. The feedrate-speed interaction provides a higher
parallelism tolerance when feedrate is between 60 in./min and 170 in./min and when
spindle speed decreases from 7,500 RPM and 1,000 RPM.
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Parallelism tolerance at a high depth of cut is constant with spindle speed but rapidly
increases with feedrate. The parallelism tolerance increases at a moderate feedrate
starting a 100 in./min and peaking at 200 in./min. At the peak tolerance feedrate,
parallelism tolerance decreases with an increase in spindle speed.
The position tolerance at a low depth of cut increases non-linearly as spindle speed
and feedrate increases. Position tolerance is maximized when feedrate is between 150
in./min and 250 in./min and spindle speed is between 15,000 RPM and 18,000 RPM.
Position tolerance is minimized when spindle speed and feedrate is low.
The position tolerance at a central depth of cut increases when spindle speed
increases and decreases. This parabolic behavior minimizes position tolerance when
spindle speed is between 7,500 RPM and 12,500 RPM. Feedrate also is parabolic where
position tolerance is maximized at 50 in./min and 200 in./min to 265 in./min. A low
feedrate and low spindle speed interaction provides the highest position tolerance.
Position tolerance at a high depth of cut increases non-linearly when spindle speed
decreases at a central feedrate and increases when both feedrate and spindle speed are
high. Position tolerance is minimized when spindle speed is high and feedrate is between
45 in./min and 200 in./min.
The straightness tolerance at a low depth of cut is parabolic for both the spindle speed
and feedrate. Straightness tolerance is minimized when spindle speed is high and feedrate
is between 200 in./min and 300 in./min. It is maximized when spindle speed is low and
feedrate is high.
Straightness tolerance at a central depth of cut is parabolic for both the spindle speed
and feedrate interaction. Straightness tolerance is minimized when spindle speed is
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moderate and feedrate is moderate and is maximized when feedrate is high and spindle
speed is low. No solutions exist when spindle speed is above 15,000 RPM and below 100
in./min.
Straightness tolerance at a high depth of cut is parabolic for both spindle speed and
feedrate. Straightness tolerance is minimized when spindle speed is between 7,500 RPM
and 12,500 RPM and feedrate is between 50 in./min and 150 in./min.
Multiple Regression Results










* Parameters are Eliminated.
MR empirical relationships for the contour geometry are listed in Table 5-14 and
the contour geometry parameter estimates are listed in Table 5-15. By examining the
contour geometry force relationships, the cutting force at a low and central depth of cut
provides an increasing linear relationship between cutting force and feedrate. Cutting
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force is minimized when feedrate is low and maximized when feedrate is high. The
cutting force relationship with spindle speed is non-linear where cutting force increases
with the decrease in spindle speed. The feedrate-speed interaction minimizes force when
feedrate is low and spindle speed is high and maximizes force when feedrate is high and
spindle speed is low.
The cutting force at a high depth of cut provides an increasing linear relationship
between cutting force and feedrate. Cutting force is minimized when feedrate is low and
maximized when feedrate is high. The cutting force relationship with spindle speed is
non-linear where cutting force increases with the decrease in spindle speed. The feedrate-
speed interaction minimizes force when feedrate is low and spindle speed is high and
maximizes force when feedrate is high and spindle speed is low.
By examining the contour geometry surface finish relationships, peak-to-valley height
at a low depth of cut increases linearly when spindle speed decreases and increases non-
linearly when feedrate increases. The feedrate-speed interaction minimizes peak-to-valley
height when feedrate is low and spindle speed is high and maximizes peak-to-valley
height when feedrate is high and spindle speed is low. The peak-to-valley height at
central depth of cut increases non-linearly when spindle speed decreases and feedrate
increases. The peak-to-valley height at high depth of cut increases non-linearly when
spindle speed decreases and feedrate increases.
By examining the contour geometry tolerance relationships, it is shown that the
total runout tolerance at a low depth of cut decreases non-linearly when spindle speed
increases and increases non-linearly when feedrate increases. Total runout tolerance is
minimized when spindle speed is high and feedrate is low.
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Total runout tolerance at a central depth of cut increases when spindle speed
decreases and feedrate increases and at a high depth of cut, the total runout tolerance
increases rapidly as spindle speed decreases and feedrate increases.
The position tolerance at a low depth of cut increases non-linearly as spindle speed
and feedrate increases. Position tolerance is maximized when feedrate is at central speed
and spindle speed is high Position tolerance is minimized when spindle speed and
feedrate are low.
The position tolerance at a central depth of cut increases when spindle speed
decreases. A low feedrate and low spindle speed interaction provides the highest position
tolerance.
Position tolerance at a high depth of cut increases non-linearly when spindle speed
decreases at a central feedrate and increases when both feedrate and spindle speed are
high.
The circularity tolerance at a low, central, and high depth of cut provides an
increasing linear relationship between circularity tolerance and feedrate. Circularity
tolerance is minimized when feedrate is low and maximized when feedrate is high. The
circularity tolerance relationship with spindle speed is non-linear where tolerance
improves with an increase in spindle speed. The feedrate-speed interaction minimizes
circularity when feedrate is low and spindle speed is high and maximizes circularity
when feedrate is high and spindle speed is low.














* Parameters are Eliminated.
5.3 Databases
Table 5-16 lists the PMBDCLM performance rating database for the contour geometry
and Table 5-17 lists the PMBDCLM performance rating database for the straight/taper
geometry. Table 5-18 lists the PMBDCLM performance rating database key for the
proposed contour geometry. The rating key provides the performance ranges for the
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assigned rating value based on the proposed Taguchi quality characteristics. Table 5-19
lists the PMBDCLM performance rating database key for the proposed straight/taper
geometry.
Position tolerance for the proposed contour and straight/taper geometry ranges
from best [X < 0.0001 in.] to worst [X > 0.005 in.]. Circularity tolerance ranges from best
[X < 0.006 in.] to worst [X > 0.015 in.]. Total runout tolerance ranges from best [X <
0.0001 in.] to worst [X > 0.005 in.]. Cylindricity tolerance ranges from best [X < 0.0020
in.] to worst [X > 0.0035 in.]. Parallelism tolerance ranges from best [X < 0.00005 in.] to
worst [X > 0.0010 in.]. Flatness tolerance ranges from best [X < 0.000028 in.] to worst
[X > 0.000049 in.] and straightness tolerance ranges from best [X < 0.00004 in.] to worst
[X > 0.000l in.].
Surface finish peak-to-valley height ranges from best [X < 1.25 um] to worst [X
> 1.40 urn] for the proposed contour geometry and ranges from best [X < 1.20 um] to
worst [X > 3.90 urn] for the proposed straight/taper geometry. Surface finish kurtosis
ranges from best [X < 2.50 um] to worst [X > 3.25 urn] for the proposed contour






Table 5-18. PMBDCLM Contour Geometry Performance Rating Database Ke
Table 5-18. (Continued
Table 5-19. PMBDCLM Straight/Taper Geometry Performance Rating Database Ke
Table 5-19. (Continued)
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Benefit/cost ratio operating parameter rating is listed in Table 5-20. A rating value
of 2 is assigned to low level spindle speed, feedrate, and depth of cut. A rating value of 4
is assigned for central level spindle speed and depth cut, and a level of semi-low for
feedrate. A rating value of 8 is assigned to a high level of spindle speed and depth of cut,
and a level of semi-high for feedrate. A rating value of 16 is assigned for the high level of
feedrate.
The benefit/cost ratio rating is determined by dividing the benefit rating value by
the cost rating value. A higher benefit-to-cost ratio is desired and a low benefit-to-cost
ratio is avoided.
Table 5-20. Benefit/Cost Ratio Operating Parameter Ratio
The performance measure, statistic(s), significant factor(s), optimal value(s), and optimal
level(s) are provided. At a high depth of cut for the contour geometry, the surface
skewness, runout tolerance, cutting force, and force amplitude are effected either on the
mean, variance, and/or signal-to-noise. At a central depth of cut for the contour geometry,
total runout tolerance, force center, surface wavelength, and surface peak-to-valley height
are effected either for the mean, variance, and/or signal-to-noise. At a low depth of cut
for the contour geometry, position tolerance, total runout tolerance, runout tolerance,
circularity tolerance, cutting force, force amplitude, center, and width, surface skewness,
surface wavelength, and surface peak-to-valley height are effected on either mean,
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variance and/or signal-to-noise. The straight/taper geometry shows that angularity
tolerance, parallelism tolerance, force amplitude and center are effected either on the
mean, variance, and/or signal-to-noise at a high depth of cut. At a central and low depth
of cut, parallelism tolerance, force width, surface spacing, and surface peak-to-valley
height are effected on the mean, variance, and/or signal-to-noise.
Table 5-21. Significance Factors/Database
Table 5-21. (Continued
Table 5-21. (Continued







From Tables 5-21 and 5-22, the following observations are made for contour and
straight/taper geometry significance.
Contour, High Depth of Cut
• Spindle speed has an effect on mean skewness. The significant optimal level for
spindle speed is low.
• Feedrate and the dual interaction of feedrate and depth of cut have an effect on runout
tolerance signal-to-noise. The significant optimal level for feedrate is semi-low and
the significant optimal level for the dual interaction is [H x C].
• Spindle speed is significant for force signal-to-noise and feedrate is significant for
both force variance and signal-to-noise. The significant optimal level for feedrate is
low and the significant optimal level for spindle speed is central.
• Feedrate and depth of cut has an effect of peak force variance. The significant optimal
level for both feedrate and depth of cut is high.
Contour, Central Depth of Cut
• Spindle speed is significant for mean total runout and total runout signal-to-noise and
the dual interaction of spindle speed and depth of cut has an effect. The significant
optimal level for spindle speed is central to minimize signal-to-noise variability and is
high to minimize mean variability. The significant optimal level for the [S x D] dual
interaction is [H x C].
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• Feedrate has a significant effect on center force mean, variance, and signal-to-noise.
The significant optimal level to reduce the variability in variance and signal-to-noise
is high and the significant optimal level for mean is low.
• Depth of cut, the dual interaction of spindle speed and depth of cut [S x D], the dual
interaction of spindle speed and feedrate [S x F], and the [S x F x D] triple interaction
for wavelength is significant. The significant optimal level for spindle speed is low,
depth of cut is low for variance and is central for signal-to-noise. The significant
optimal levels for the dual interactions are [H x C] for variance and [L x SL] for
signal-to-noise. The significant optimum level for the [S x F x D] triple interaction is
[L x H x L] for variance and [H x SH x L] for signal-to-noise.
• Feedrate has a significant effect on mean peak-to-valley height and signal-to-noise.
The significant optimal level for mean is high and the significant optimal level for
signal-to-noise is low.
Contour, Low Depth of Cut
• Feedrate has a significant effect on position tolerance variance. The significant
optimal level is semi-low.
• Spindle speed is significant for total runout variance and signal-to-noise. A high level
of spindle speed is optimal for both variance and signal-to-noise.
• Feedrate is significant for runout tolerance variance. The significant optimal level is
semi-low to reduce runout tolerance variability.
• Spindle speed is significant for mean circularity tolerance, force variance, wavelength
mean, signal-to-noise, and variance, and peak-to-valley mean and signal-to-noise.
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• Feedrate has a significant effect on force center mean, variance, and signal-to-noise.
The significant optimum level for each is low.
• The dual interaction of spindle speed and feedrate has a significant effect on force
width mean, variance, and signal-to-noise and mean surface skewness. The
significant optimal levels [L x L] and [H x SL] for mean force width.
Straight/Taper, High Depth of Cut
• Feedrate has a significant effect on position tolerance variance. The significant
optimal level is low.
• Spindle speed, the dual interaction of [F x D] and the [S x F x D] triple interaction
effect are significant for angularity tolerance mean and signal-to-noise. The
significant optimum levels are low, [H x C], and [H x SH x L], respectively.
• Spindle speed and feedrate are significant for parallelism tolerance variance. The
significant optimum levels are semi-high and low, respectively.
• Feedrate is significant for peak force signal-to-noise. The significant optimum level is
high.
• Feedrate has a significant effect on force center mean, variance, and signal-to-noise.
The optimum levels for each effect is high.
Straight/Taper, Central Depth of Cut
• Spindle speed, the dual interaction of feedrate and depth of cut, and the [S x F x D]
triple interaction are significant for mean straightness tolerance. The optimum level
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for spindle speed is high, the optimum level for the dual interaction is [SH x H], and
the optimum level for the triple interaction is [H x H x H].
• Spindle speed and feedrate has a significant effect on mean parallelism tolerance. The
significant optimum level for spindle speed is high and the significant optimum level
for feedrate is semi-high.
• Spindle speed is significant for mean peak force. The optimum level is low.
• Feedrate, depth of cut, and the dual interaction of feedrate and depth of cut is
significant for force width mean and signal-to-noise. The significant optimum level
for feedrate is high, the optimum level for depth of cut is high, and the optimum dual
interaction is [H x C].
• The triple interaction of [S x F x D] is significant for surface kurtosis variance and
signal-to-noise. The optimum levels for kurtosis variance is [L x H x L] and the
optimum levels for kurtosis signal-to-noise is [C x SL x L].
• Spindle speed has a significant effect on spacing and peak-to-valley height signal to
noise. The significant optimum level for surface spacing is central and the optimum
level for peak-to-valley height is high.
Straight/Taper, Low Depth of Cut
• Feedrate is significant for flatness tolerance mean and surface skewness signal-to-
noise. The significant optimum level is semi-low.
• Spindle speed is significant for mean peak-to-valley height, angularity tolerance
signal-to-noise ratio, parallelism tolerance variance and signal-to-noise ratio. The
significant optimum level is low.
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• Spindle speed has a significant effect on angularity tolerance variance, mean force,
surface spacing signal-to-noise, and peak-to-valley variance. The significant optimum
level is high.
• Feedrate has a significant effect on force center variance and signal-to-noise ratio,
mean surface wavelength, and force width signal-to-noise ratio. The significant
optimum level is high.
• The dual interaction of spindle speed and feedrate has a significant effect on peak-to-
valley height variance and surface skewness variance. The optimum levels for the
dual interaction are [L x SL].
To summarize, spindle speed and feedrate have the most effect on performance. For
contour geometry, feedrate is significant for 15 performance indices, spindle speed is
significant for 14 performance indices, and depth of cut is significant for 3 performance
indices. For straight/taper geometry, spindle speed and feedrate are significant for 14
performance indices, and depth of cut is significant for force center. Both the proposed
contour and straight/taper geometry illustrated that a low depth of cut is not significant
for each tolerance and surface finish index.
5.4 Knowledge Base Rules
The developed case study knowledge base rules are divided into two sets. Set 1 rules
provide SR/MR empirical relationship resolution. Set 2 rules incorporate expert
knowledge to provide tie resolution, conflict resolution, or endless loop resolution.
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Set 1 Rules
Rule 1:	 IF	 R SQ[1,2] IS LOW
and  R SQ[1,3] IS LOW
and R SQ[2,3] IS LOW
THEN NO FEASIBLE VALUES (CONFLICT)
Rule 2:	 IF	 R SQ[1,2]*R SQ[2,3] IS HIGH
and R SQ[1,3] IS HIGH
and	 R SQ[1,2]*R SQ[2,3]>R_SQ[1,3]
THEN R SQ[2,3] IS FEASIBLE
Rule 3:	 IF	 R SQ[1,2]*R SQ[2,3] IS HIGH
and R SQ[1,3] IS HIGH
and	 R SQ[1,2]*R SQ[2,3]<R_SQ[1,3]
THEN R SQ[1,3] IS FEASIBLE
Rule 4:	 IF	 R SQ[1,2] IS HIGH
and R SQ[2,3] IS LOW
and R SQ[1,3] IS HIGH
THEN R SQ[1,3] IS FEASIBLE
Rule 5:	 IF	 R SQ[1,2] IS LOW
and R SQ[2,3] IS HIGH
and R SQ[1,3] IS HIGH
THEN R SQ[1,3] IS FEASIBLE
Rule 6:	 IF	 R SQ[1,2]*R SQ[2,3] IS LOW
and R SQ[1,3] IS HIGH
THEN R SQ[1,3] IS FEASIBLE
Rule 7:	 IF	 R_SQ[1,2] IS LOW
and R SQ[1,3] IS LOW
and R SQ[2,3] IS HIGH
and	 R SQ[1,2]*R SQ[2,3] > R_SQ[1,3]
THEN R SQ[2,3] IS FEASIBLE
Rule 8:	 IF	 R SQ[1,2] IS HIGH
and R_SQ[2,3] IS LOW
and R_SQ[1,3] IS LOW
and	 R SQ[1,2]*R SQ[2,3] < R_SQ[1,3]
THEN R_SQ[1,3] IS FEASIBLE
Set 2 Rules
The expert rules are:
Rule 9:
IF [P_TOL] IS EQUAL TO [X>0.001 (inch)]
and [RTM] IS EQUIVALENT TO [2.10>=X>1.20 (urn)]
THEN [S SPEED] IS EQUIVALENT TO [5,940<=X<=14,080 (RPM)]
and [FEEDRATE] IS EQUIVALENT TO [70.86<=X<=148.06 (IN/MIN)]
and [DEPTH_CUT] IS [HIGH]
Rule 10:
IF [P_TOL] IS EQUAL TO [0.0007>=X>0.0004 (inch)]
and [RTM] IS EQUAL TO [3.90>=X>3.00 (urn)]
THEN [S SPEED] IS EQUAL TO [X <= 5,386 (RPM)]
and [FEEDRATE] IS EQUAL TO [X <= 102.8 (IN/MIN)]
and [DEPTH_CUT] IS EQUAL TO [HIGH]
Rule 11:
IF [P_TOL] IS EQUAL TO [0.001>=X>0.0007 (inch)]
and [RTM] IS EQUAL TO [3.90>=X>3.00 (urn)]
THEN [S_SPEED] IS EQUAL TO [X <= 5,386 (RPM)]
and [FEEDRATE] IS EQUAL TO [102.8 <= X <= 180.0 (IN/MIN)]
and [DEPTH_CUT] IS EQUAL TO [HIGH]
Rule 12:
IF [P_TOL] IS EQUAL TO [X>0.001 (inch)]
and [RTM] IS EQUAL TO [X>3.90 (urn)]
THEN [S_SPEED] IS EQUAL TO [X <= 5,386 (RPM)]
and [FEEDRATE] IS EQUAL TO [X >= 180.0 (IN/MIN)]
and [DEPTH_CUT] IS EQUAL TO [HIGH]
Rule 13:
IF [P_TOL] IS EQUAL TO [0.0007>=X>0.0004 (inch)]
and [RTM] IS EQUAL TO [3.00>=X>2.10 (urn)]
THEN [S_SPEED] IS EQUAL TO [5,386<=X<= 13,796 (RPM)]
and [FEEDRATE] IS EQUAL TO [X<=102.8 (IN/MIN)]
and [DEPTH_CUT] IS EQUAL TO [LOW]
Rule 14:
IF [P_TOL] IS EQUAL TO [0.0007>=X>0.0004 (inch)]
and [RTM] IS EQUAL TO [3.90>=X>3.00 (um)]
THEN [S_SPEED] IS EQUAL TO [5,386<=X<= 13,796 (RPM)]
and [FEEDRATE] IS EQUAL TO [102.8<=X<=180.0 (IN/MIN)]
and [DEPTH_CUT] IS EQUAL TO [CENTRAL]
Rule 15:
IF [P_TOL] IS EQUAL TO [0.001>=X>0.0007 (inch)]
and [RTM] [X>3.90 (urn)]
THEN [S_SPEED] IS EQUAL TO [5,386 <=X<=13,796 (RPM)]
and [FEEDRATE] IS EQUAL TO [X >=180.0 (IN/MIN)]
and [DEPTH_CUT] IS EQUAL TO [HIGH]
Rule 16:
IF [P_TOL] IS EQUAL TO [0.0004>=X>0.0001 (inch)]
and [RTM] [X<1.20 (um)]
THEN [S_SPEED] IS EQUAL TO [5,940<=X<=14,080 (RPM)]
and [FEEDRATE] IS EQUAL TO [X<=70.86 (IN/MIN)]
and [DEPTH_CUT] IS EQUAL TO [LOW]
Rule 17:
IF [P_TOL] IS EQUAL TO [0.0004>=X>0.0001 (inch)]
and [RTM] [2.10>=X>=1.20 (urn)]
THEN [S_SPEED] IS EQUAL TO [5,940<=X<=14,080 (RPM)]
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and [FEEDRATE] IS EQUAL TO [70.86<=X<=148.06 (IN/MIN)]
and [DEPTH_CUT] IS EQUAL TO [LOW]
Rule 18:
IF [P_TOL] IS EQUAL TO [0.0004>=X>0.0001 (inch)]
and [RTM] [3.00>=X>=2.10 (um)]
THEN [S_SPEED] IS EQUAL TO [5,940<=X<=14,080 (RPM)]
and [FEEDRATE] IS EQUAL TO [X<=148.06 (IN/MIN)]
and [DEPTH_CUT] IS EQUAL TO [CENTRAL]
Rule 19:
IF [P_TOL] IS EQUAL TO [X<0.0001 (inch)]
and [RTM] [X<2.10 (um)]
THEN [S_SPEED] IS EQUAL TO [X>14,080 (RPM)]
and [FEEDRATE] IS EQUAL TO [X<70.86 (IN/MIN)]
and [DEPTH_CUT] IS EQUAL TO [LOW]
5.5 Application of the Proposed Heuristic to Different Surfaces
Six surfaces, listed in Table 5-23 and illustrated in Figure 5-25, are selected to illustrate
the proposed knowledge base. Straight-taper geometry is specified in surfaces 1 through
4. Contour geometry is specified in surfaces 5 and 6. Surface 1 specifications include a
position tolerance of 0.005 inches, a straightness tolerance of 0.003 inches, and a peak-to-
valley height of 2.032 microns. Surface 2 specifications include a position tolerance of
0.005 inches, a parallelism tolerance of 0.003 inches, and a peak-to-valley height of 1.524
microns. Surface 3 specifications include a position tolerance of 0.005 inches, an
angularity tolerance of 0.005 inches, and a peak-to-valley height of 2.032 microns.
Surface 4 specifications include a position tolerance of 0.005 inches and a peak-to-valley
height of 2.032 microns. Surface 5 specifications include a position tolerance of 0.005
inches, a total runout tolerance of 0.002 inches, and a peak-to-valley height of 2.032
microns. Surface 6 specifications include a position tolerance of 0.005 inches, a
circularity tolerance of 0.002 inches, and a peak-to-valley height of 1.524 microns.
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Operating parameters, listed as surface 6-A, are specified for surface 6. Operating
parameters include a 7,000 RPM spindle speed and a 150 in./min feedrate at a low depth.
Table 5-23. User Input Specification
Figure 5-25. Proposed Case Study
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Depth of cut, listed in Table 5-24, is determined for each surface based on the
depth frequency from the rating database. The highest depth of cut for the highest
frequency is selected to maximize MRR. Surface 1 is fixed at a central depth of cut since
the central depth has the highest frequency for position tolerance, straightness tolerance,
and peak-to-valley height. Surface 2 is fixed at a central depth since the central depth has
the highest frequency for position tolerance, parallelism tolerance, and peak-to-valley
height. Surface 3 is fixed at a high depth since angularity tolerance frequency provides a
high depth. Position tolerance and peak-to-valley height provided a central depth of cut.
Surface 4 is fixed at a central depth of cut since the central depth has the highest
frequency for position tolerance and peak-to-valley height. Surface 5 is fixed at a high
depth of cut since peak-to-valley height frequency provides a high depth of cut. Position
tolerance provided a low depth of cut and total runout tolerance provided a central depth
of cut. Surface 6 is fixed at a high depth of cut since the peak-to-valley height frequency
provides a high depth. Position tolerance provided a low depth and circularity tolerance
provided a central depth.
Table 5-24. Frequency of Rating for Depth Selection
Table 5-24. (Continued
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Relationship selection for determining operating parameters and performance
indices based on the R-square is listed in Table 5-25. Surface 1 through 4 parameters and
indices are determined by the multiple regression (MR) relationships due the high R-
square values. The multiple regression function for position tolerance is selected over the
simple regression (SR) relationship since the MR relationship is a direct link to
determining the operating parameters. Surfaces 5 and 6 utilize the MR relationships for
position tolerance, total runout tolerance and circularity tolerance but utilizes the SR
relationship for determining the peak-to-valley height performance index.
Table 5-25. MR/SR Relationship Decision
Table 5-25. (Continued
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* User May Opt For Force Relationship If The Capability Exists
** MR is Desirable Since it is a Direct Link to the Operating Parameters
From the empirical relationships presented, spindle speed and feedrate, listed in
Table 5-26, are determined by solving the relationships simultaneously. For the fixed
depths of cut, both spindle speed and feedrate ranges from low to high. Surface 1
operating parameters are set at 9,567 RPM for spindle speed and 236.034 inches per
minute for feedrate. Surface 2 operating parameters are set at 15,600 RPM for spindle
speed and 241.827 inches per minute for feedrate. Surface 3 operating parameters are set
at 8,635 RPM for feedrate and 120.051 inches per minute for feedrate. Surface 4
operating parameters are set at 13,950 RPM for spindle speed and 218.735 inches per
minute for feedrate. Surface 5 operating parameters are set at 5,304 RPM for spindle
speed and 45.543 inches per minute for feedrate. Surface 6 operating parameters are set at
6,970 RPM for spindle speed and 113.776 inches per minute for feedrate.
Table 5-26. Sneed/Feedrate Selection
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The levels at which variability is caused for the mean, log(s) and signal/noise are
listed in Table 5-27. For surface 1, the spindle speed, dual interaction of feedrate and
depth of cut, and the triple interaction of [SxFxD] are significant for straightness
tolerance mean. Spindle speed is significant for the peak-to-valley height signal/noise
ratio. On surface 2, both the spindle speed and feedrate have a significant effect on mean
parallelism tolerance. Spindle speed also has a significant effect for the peak-to-valley
height signal/noise ratio. On surface 3, feedrate is significant for position tolerance
variance. The spindle speed, feedrate and depth dual interaction, and [SxFxD] triple
interaction have a significant effect on angularity tolerance mean and signal/noise ratio.
Spindle speed is significant for peak-to-valley height signal/noise ratio on surface 4. On
surface 5, the spindle speed and dual interaction of speed and depth of cut have a
significant effect on mean total runout tolerance. Feedrate has a significant effect on
mean peak-to-valley height. On surface 6, the feedrate is significant for position tolerance
variability and spindle speed is significant for both mean circularity tolerance and mean
peak-to-valley height. For the significant parameters, the optimal levels for mean, log(s),
and signal-to-noise are also listed in Table 5-27.
Table 5-27. Significant Factors
Table 5-27. (Continued
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The performance index values determined through the MR/SR functions are listed
in Table 5-28. Surface 1 lists the performance values at the levels before the significance
database. Values for position tolerance, straightness tolerance, and peak-to-valley height
are also listed as other alternatives when both spindle speed and the triple interaction
[SxFxD] is changed to its significant optimum level. The dual interaction of feedrate and
depth of cut is ignored since the user specifications are exceeded. The original values for
all the performance indices are the closest to the user specifications. Surface 2 lists the
performance values for position tolerance, parallelism tolerance, and peak-to-valley
height for the original levels and when spindle speed is changed to its significant optimal
level. The change in feedrate results in exceeding the user requirements. Position
tolerance and peak-to-valley height are closer to the user specifications at the original
levels and parallelism tolerance is closer to the user specification when spindle speed is
changed. Surface 3 lists the performance values for position tolerance, angularity
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tolerance, and peak-to-valley height at the original levels and the triple interaction levels.
The change in spindle speed and the dual interaction of feedrate and depth of cut yield no
feasible performance values. The angularity tolerance and peak-to-valley height
performance values at the original levels are closer to the user specifications and the
angularity tolerance triple interaction provides a closer performance value. Surface 5
provides four alternatives for position tolerance, total runout tolerance, and peak-to-
valley height. Both the position tolerance and total runout tolerance performance values
at the significant optimal feedrate are closer to the user specification. The original levels
provide the closest performance value at for peak-to-valley height. Surface 6 provides
performance values for position tolerance, circularity tolerance, and peak-to-valley height
at original levels and at the optimum significant level of spindle speed. The change in
spindle speed to the optimum significant level provides the best performance values. At
surface 6A, the prespecified operating parameters provide a close peak-to-valley
performance value to the user specification but provides no feasible second alternative
when spindle speed is changed to its optimum significant level.
Table 5-28. Performance Index Values
Table 5-28. (Continued
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For the feasible levels determined through the proposed knowledge base, the
benefit/cost ratios are determined. The best (highest) benefit/cost ratio is at alternative 5-
3 for contouring and alternative 1-1 for straight cutting. The worst (smallest) benefit/cost
ratio is at alternative 5-4 for contouring and alternative 4-1 for straight cutting.
As an additional alternative, expert rule 10 is fired which satisfies surface 4
performance requirements. For a position tolerance greater than 0.001 inches and a
peak-to-valley height between 1.20 and 2.10 microns, the user should specify the spindle speed
between 5,940 RPM and 14,080 RPM, the feedrate between 70.86 in./min and 148.06
in./min, and a high depth of cut. The operating parameters and performance values for the
fired expert rule is listed as alternative 4-2 in Table 5-29.
From the sequence determined through the proposed inference engine, and expert
rule is fired to provide an alternative for surface 4.
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The alternative operating parameters for each specified surface produced by the
proposed knowledge base is listed in Table 5-29 and 5-30. In terms of the performance
index values being closest to the user specifications for straight taper geometry,
alternative 1-1 provides the overall best performance where there is a 67 percent
improvement in position tolerance, a 1.0 percent improvement in peak-to-valley height,
and an 80 percent improvement in straightness tolerance. For surface 2, alternative 2-1
provides the best overall performance where there is an 84 percent improvement in
position tolerance, an 11 percent improvement in peak-to-valley height, and a 64 percent
improvement in parallelism tolerance. For surface 3, alternative 3-1 provides the best
performance where there is a 95 percent improvement in position tolerance, a 1.0 percent
improvement in peak-to-valley height, and a 28 percent improvement in angularity
tolerance. For surface 4, alternative 4-2 provides the best performance where there is a 97
percent improvement in position tolerance and a 10 percent improvement in peak-to-
valley height. For surface 5, alternative 5-3 provides the best performance where there is
a 78 percent improvement in position tolerance, a 35 percent improvement in
peak-to-valley height, and an 18 percent improvement in total runout tolerance. For surface 6,
alternative 6-2 provides the best performance where there is a 93 percent improvement in
position tolerance, a 10 percent improvement in peak-to-valley height, and a 20 percent
improvement in circularity tolerance.
In terms of benefit/cost ratio, the best alternatives are universal since the same
alternatives shown where a closer performance value is desirable. Alternative 1-1
provides a 5.00 B/C ratio, alternative 2-1 provides a 2.50 B/C ratio, alternative 3-1
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provides a 3.00 B/C ratio, alternative 4-2 provides a 3.00 B/C ratio, alternative 5-3
provides a 12.0 B/C ratio, and alternative 6-2 provides a 6.00 B/C ratio.
Table 5-29. Display of Alternative Operating Parameters
* Adjusted According to Optimum Significant Levels
** Determined By Expert Rule(s)
*** User Prespecified Parameters
• Best Surface Alternative
Table 5-30. Additional Performance Indices for Best Surface Alternatives
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The heuristic case study provides three feasible alternatives for surface 1, two feasible
alternatives for surface 2, two feasible alternatives for surface 3, two feasible alternatives
for surface 4, four feasible alternatives for surface 5, and two feasible alternatives for
surface 6.
Surface 1 spindle speed ranges from central to high. The increase in spindle speed
provides 27 percent user specification improvement in position tolerance, a 16 percent
user specification improvement in surface peak-to-valley height, and no improvement in
straightness tolerance. Benefit/cost ratio is reduces from 5.00 to 3.00.
Surface 2 spindle speed is increased from 15,600 RPM to 16,000 RPM between
alternatives. The slight increase provides a 2 percent user specification improvement in
position tolerance, a 2 percent user improvement in surface peak-to-valley height, and a 1
percent improvement in parallelism tolerance. Benefit/cost ratio is 2.50 for both
alternatives.
Surface 3 spindle speed is increased by 7,369 RPM and feedrate is increased by
50 in./min. between alternatives. There is a 17 percent user specification improvement in
position tolerance alternative 1, a 4 percent user specification improvement in surface
peak-to-valley height at alternative 2, and a 34 percent user specification improvement in
angularity tolerance at alternative 2. Benefit/cost ratio is improved by 1.00 at alternative
2.
Surface 4 has a 3,940 RPM difference in spindle speed, a 109.3 in./min.
difference in feedrate, and a level difference in depth of cut. There is a 14 percent user
specification improvement in position tolerance at alternative 1 and a 15 percent user
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specification improvement for surface peak-to-valley height at alternative 1. There is a
1.50 improvement in benefit/cost ratio at alternative 2.
There are four feasible alternatives at surface 5. There is a 10,696 RPM difference
in spindle speed between high and low levels and a 184.46 in./min difference in feedrate
between high and low levels. There is an 18 percent user specification improvement in
position tolerance at alternative 2, a 6 percent user specification improvement in surface
peak-to-valley height at alternative 2, and a 63 percent improvement in total runout
tolerance at alternative 2.
There are three feasible alternatives at surface 6. There is a 4,000 RPM difference
in spindle speed and a 37 in./min difference in feedrate. There is 2 percent user
specification improvement in position tolerance at alternative 1, a 5 percent user
specification improvement in surface peak-to-valley height at alternative 1, and a 71
percent user specification improvement for circularity tolerance at alternative 3.
Benefit/cost ratio is improved by 3.50 at alternative 2.
5.6 CNC Retrofit Justification
A retrofit can be defined as the changing of machine components, mechanical and/or
control system, for the purpose of improving machine performance and cost. The initial
desire to retrofit a particular piece of equipment has certain elements to consider. The
relative importance of each element of this justification is determined by various
economic conditions. Incurred cost is an area that draws much attention. Areas of
consideration include unit cost of retrofit components and cost of installation and
maintenance (cost avoidance).
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The retrofit procedure begins with an inventory and survey of all relevant machine
tool components. The survey consists of the following:
1. Types of mechanical components. Components that improve machining performance
due to physical benefits.
2. Types of control/feedback components. Components that improve machining
performance due to high resolution feedback and controls.
3. Capabilities of mechanical and control components. A survey of performance
specification compatibility.
4. Benefits of mechanical and control components. A survey of the performance and cost
benefits of component replacement.
Following the inventory and survey of machine tool components, an investigation into
the problem areas of the current system is required. These areas include:
5. Define problem areas. Problem areas include machine components that inhibit
performance.
6. Define practical solutions. Provide solutions that are physically feasible on the current
machine.
7. Determine solution cost. Calculate the total initial cost of all replacement components.
Following the problem area investigation, feasible alternatives are required. Feasible
alternatives are determined by the following criteria:
8. Retain/Retrofit/Replace. An alternative to either retain the existing machine, retrofit
the machine, replace the machine.
9. Return on Investment. Determine the alternative that provides the best investment
return.
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10. Production Demands. Generate alternatives that are feasible on production demands.
11. Future Requirements. Generate alternatives that will accommodate future
performance, cost, and production demands.
Current CNC machine configurations consist of a DC servomotor driving gears and a
leadscrew to create linear motion under digital control for the purpose of moving an XY
table and spindle column. Traditional drive systems are limited for both current and
future industry demands. Rotary motors have a limited maximum rotation speed, gear
reducers add inertia and lower efficiency, and motor couplings produce windup
distortion. Also, encoder couplings deflect during acceleration and deceleration. Drive
systems rely on drive screws that provide length restrictions, mechanical backlash,
friction, pitch-cyclic errors, and long vibration decay times. Such common configurations
in today's high tech manufacturing facilities reveal the following problems:
• Major mechanical elements between the motor and the workpiece such as a gearbox
and ballscrew introducing positioning error, friction, and high inertia. Current
configurations cannot maintain accuracy levels over a long time period.
• Feedrate limitations due to mechanical components.
• High maintenance cost due to replacement of worn parts.
• Slow tool position time compared with PMBDCLM equipped CNC machines.
• Backlash due to mechanical linkages.
A conventional drive system including a DC servomotor and leadscrew is illustrated in
Figure 5-26. Figure 5-27 details the ballscrew drive components that introduce wear and
positioning error.
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Figure 5-26. Current CNC Configuration Illustrating Drive Train
Figure 5-27. Typical Ballscrew Drive
With the conventional configuration, there is a reduction in surface finish and
texture with high cutting time. The conventional configuration maximizes peaks and
valleys, roughness and waviness, and irregularity heights and different spacing, and has
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difficulty in performing complex surface and contouring at high resolution and at high
feedrate.
Elimination of the current drive system will provide many benefits in machine
performance and maintenance. As illustrated in Figure 5-28, the typical ballscrew
assembly is replaced by a linear motor configuration. The linear motor configuration
eliminates the entire ballscrew drive for each axis of travel.
Figure 5-28. Proposed Retrofit Drive System
There are many benefits associated with using the linear motor retrofit configuration. The
benefits include:
1. Linear motor technology eliminates the need for brushes, thus motor reliability is
increased.
2. Linear motors provide smoother action and less ripple by the use of sinusoidal
magnetic fields. As a benefit, the electric current is smoothly commutated,
eliminating the high current-switching transients associated with normal square wave
or trapezoidal wave commutation.
3. The use of linear motors will decrease the time of machining by reducing the time of
tool positioning, thus increasing throughput.
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4. Stiffness is a major benefit of linear motors. The drive force is transmitted through an
air gap between the moving coil assembly and the fixed magnets. The magnets are
fixed to a steel plate, which are bolted directly to the slide.
5. Non-contact linear motor design provides built-in reliability and requires minimal
maintenance when compared to other drives, such as ballscrew, rack and pinion, and
hydraulic cylinder.
6. No backlash since there are no mechanical linkages.
7. Unlimited travel lengths.
Linear motors have great advantages in stiffness that other motion control devices do
not have. Comparing the linear motor drive to a ballscrew, for example, the ballscrew and
nut contain inherent deflections of the ball, nut, and screw, as well as rotary support
bearings and bearing blocks. With a ballscrew, you can increase the stiffness by
increasing the size, but that increases inertia, which in turn increases the deflection.
Increasing the pre-load in a ball screw and associated bearings can also add stiffness, but
that increases the torque requirements of the rotary motor that results in a larger
deflection. Using a rack and pinion drive, the deflection of the teeth and bearings
similarly limits stiffness.
The application of PMBDCLM's to CNC metal cutting operations will provide
many benefits, both in performance and cost. With current drive systems consisting of
machine elements such as gear drives, spindle, slides, and the driving DC servomotors,
linear motors will eliminate the need for such a system. The slide, or drive table, is the
linear motor slide, thus the conventional configuration is not necessary.
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Linear motors utilize the same amplifiers and controllers as rotary motors,
therefore there are very few components required for retrofitting. The two types of
replacement components include mechanical and feedback. Based on a FADAL VMC-20
milling machine, the mechanical components include the X, Y, and Z-axis ballscrew
assembly and servomotor. Feedback components include the X, Y, and Z-axis rotary
encoder and controller card.
Mechanical component replacement includes implementing high force linear
motors in the X, Y, and Z-axis. Rotary encoders are replaced with a high accuracy/high
repeatability linear encoder in the X, Y, and Z-axis. FADAL VMC-20 specifications,
linear motor specifications, and replacement components are listed in Table 5-31.




Northern Magnetics high force single sided linear permanent magnet DC brushless
motors replace the FADAL VMC-20 drive system. The drive system consists of a
moving single sided laminated core type coil winding assembly and a stationary magnet
assembly separated by a 0.025-inch air-gap. The thrust and magnetic attraction forces are
transmitted directly through the air-gap eliminating mechanical transmission devices.
The PMBDCLM requires external commutation that occurs every 0.30 inches.
The three phases are switched through +, -, and 0. Three Hall Effect devices, as part of
the moving coil secondary, provide position information for commutation. The linear
motor configuration is illustrated in Figure 5-29.
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Figure 5-29. Linear Motor
Total cost is divided into four areas. The first area is material and installation, the second
area is the PMBDCLM effect on cost, the third area is machining cost, and the fourth area
is salvage value. The cost factors are listed in Table 5-32.
Table 5-32. Cost Factors
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Based on the required retrofit components and PMBDCLM performance, the following
relationships are obtained:
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From the above relationships, retrofit payback period can be determined.
PMBDCLM implementation has a cost benefit effect. From the empirical data of
the PMBDCLM and DC servomotor experimentation, a performance benefit coefficient
is determined. Based on percentage improvement in surface finish improvement, a
coefficient of 0.539 is multiplied with the rework parameter and a 1.127 coefficient of
1.127 is multiplied by the feedrate. Based on the percentage reduction in force, a 0.923
coefficient is multiplied with the power parameter. Maintenance cost is reduced by half
due to PMBDCLM implementation.
Utilizing the relationships, an example involves finish-machining the presented
case study surfaces (1 through 6) at the optimal operating parameters and the associated
retrofit costs. The costs are listed in Table 5-33.





The research has been conducted to derive optimal operating parameters for high speed
milling machines equipped with PMBDCLM feed drives. Based on the research, each of
the proposed objectives are fulfilled. The finite element analysis illustrates that variant
effects such as air-gap size, input voltage, and applied cutting force has a significant
effect on PMBDCLM performance. Cutting force variants provide a method of
determining PMBDCLM feedrate where slider velocity, both in freely moving and
applied cutting force models, supply operating parameter levels for DOE. Based on the
DOE, experimental results show that PMBDCLM CNC feed drives improve overall
tolerance and surface finish performance, and cost. The DOE provides the performance
and significant databases used in the developed heuristic. The developed heuristic
provides a new method of applying a set of decisions through a knowledge base to
provide a set of operating parameters which meet user specified tolerance and surface
finish requirements for given surfaces. Finally, retrofitting a conventional CNC milling
machine with PMBDCLM feed drives will provide not only performance benefits, but
also cost benefits in terms of reduced maintenance, power requirements, and conforming
parts.
CD Appendix
All force, tolerance, surface finish, and FEA data is enclosed on the CD Appendix. The




The research has been conducted to provide a general heuristic for deriving operating
parameters on high speed milling machines equipped with PMBDCLM feed drives.
Based on the research, each of the proposed research objectives has been fulfilled.
1. The proposed model illustrated that in order to achieve the research objectives,
systematic procedures, provided in the proposed heuristic, were followed as such:
a) By applying the FEA, slider velocity was determined to provide feedrate levels for
DOE.
b) From DOE, a knowledge base and two sets of rules have been developed, as listed
in the research.
By following the developed general heuristic, knowledge for all machine
configurations, material and tool types, and coolant status can be generated.
2. An actual PMBDCLM design has been analyzed based on design and
experimentation. Finite element models based on design show the following:
a) By incorporating air-gap variants, the decrease in air-gap size, from high to low
provides an increase in magnet array temperature and generated force of 7.13%
and 17%, respectively.
b) By incorporating applied voltage variants, the increase in input voltage, from low
to high provides an increase in magnet-array and air-gap temperature, flux
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density, electric field strength, slider velocity and acceleration by 12.5%, 86.3%,
30.3%, 40.8%, and 40.9%, respectively.
c) By incorporating applied force variants, the increase in applied force, from low to
high provides an increase in magnet-array and air-gap temperature, flux density,
and electric field strength by 13.2%, 10.8%, 25.8%, and 13.9%, respectively.
3. Based on experimentation using 7075-T6 aluminum and a two-flute solid carbide
tool, the PMBDCLM feed drive showed significant improvement in some tolerance
and surface finish performance indices. These included:
a) At a high depth of cut, position, runout, circularity, and cylindricity tolerance is
improved by 44%, 42.7%, 31.4%, and 69%, respectively for contouring and
position and straightness tolerance, spacing, and wavelength is improved by
64.3%, 59.1%, 11.8%, 10%, and 37%, respectively for straight/taper milling.
b) At a central depth of cut, position, runout, circularity and cylindricity tolerance,
and kurtosis is improved by 24.6%, 50.6%, 52%, 66.5%, and 21.2%, respectively
for contouring and position, flatness, straightness, angularity and parallelism
tolerance, and peak-to-valley height is improved by 61.3%, 55.4%, 35.5%, 40.1%,
19.4%, and 23.3%, respectively for straight/taper milling.
c) At a low depth of cut, position, runout, circularity and cylindricity tolerance, and
kurtosis, skewness, spacing, wavelength, and peak-to-valley height is improved
by 33.1%, 40.8%, 52%, 66.8%, 83.8%, 34.1%, 17.7%, 8%, 24%, and 23.5%,
respectively for contouring and position tolerance, skewness, wavelength, and
peak-to-valley height is improved by 85.2%, 35.4%, 22.8%, 40.1%, and 27.3%,
respectively for straight/taper milling.
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4. From results of DOE, knowledge is extracted providing databases, empirical
relationships, and rules. The proposed optimal operating parameters heuristic has
been developed to utilize this knowledge to determine optimal operating parameters
for any machine configuration, material and tool type, and coolant status.
A case study has been used to demonstrate the application of the developed
heuristic. Based on alternative solutions, the overall performance was summarized in
terms of high tolerance, high surface finish, and a higher material removal rate.
5. Savings in terms of material removal rate, maintenance, rework, and power by 12%,
53%, 50%, and 7.7%, respectively were illustrated both in terms of machine
components and cost. The developed cost model accounts for these savings, as
demonstrated in the research.
Recommendations
This dissertation provides a foundation for which future research can grow. Although the
proposed heuristic has developed a method for optimal operating parameter selection on
PMBDCLM equipped high speed vertical CNC machines, further studies are needed.
Listed are the areas of interest that that emerged during the course of this research.
• Modify existing finite element models by adding new boundary conditions based on
experimental results.
• Conduct new experiments for complex/contour surfaces.
• Develop new performance indices for tolerance and surface finish.
• Develop an expert system to incorporate additional knowledge.
• Validate existing models by conducting DOE for alternative operating parameters.
• Implement PMBDCLM retrofit components to an existing machine.
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